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ABSTRACT

By an approach to sherrey's poem Epipsychidion as dialectic
both in rhetoric and in t.heme, this thesis attends to the
yray the poem presents the impact of ambivalent realities of

life, and examines how the poem ilruminates shelrey's poet-

ics in that respect" shelley's dialectic poetics insists on

the role of poetry to counter logocentrism in our daily mode

of thinking in order to recognize integral rerations among

things that cannot be reduced to híerarchical orders. The

dialectical contraries in the poem discussed in this thesis
include the world and the mind, phenomena and ideas, form

and content, male and female, death and life, life and poet-
ty, and poem and reader. Love is the urtimate force that
brings those contraries out of confl-icts into rel-ationships
and harmony. The achievement of t.otal unity between those

contraries, however, is not the purpose of the poem, nor is
it desirable for Shelley" Harmony is only possible when

there are different notes" shelrey has a positive attitude
towards those contraries, which wirl not be resolved as rong

as we live. He thinks that continual dialogues should be

maintained between Èhe diarecticar contraries, in which one

new sound of harmony after another is ever to be created.

1t
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

rn the critical history of Epipsvchidion, victorian and

early twentieth-century scholarship focused mainly on bio-
graphical- interpretat ions, as exempl i f ied in Locock' s notes

on the poem. l In the next phase , ctitics such as Baker
(218-37) read in the poem shelley's platonic ideas. since
then shelley's intellectual background has come to be widely
recognized as skeptic rather than platonic, and during the
past few decades, critics have tended to discuss the poem in
terms of quest, from Bloom's shelrev's Mythmakinq to a re-
cent study by schultz, "The Dantean ouest of Epipsychidion."
The most important study in that trend is wasserman's, which

maintains a theme of "the search for the soul's ideal'anti-
typer in mortai. form" (418). Even though the theme is rere-
vant to the poem, the conception of the poem as a quest nec-

essarily poses limitations on the study. While a quest

assumes a linear progress toward a goal with the attention
naturally turned to the achievement of that goal, Epipsychi-
dion is full of ambivarence and complexity that do not sim-
ply yield to the concept of linear progress, and the goal of
the poem always eludes definition. Fitting the poen into a

r Percy Bysshe SheIluy,
ed. C.Ð, Locock, II,

the Poems
453-458,

1-

of Percv Bvsshe Shelley,
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fiction. of quest romance invites detaching the poem from the

immediacy of ambivalent rearities of 1ife, which shelrey en-

deavours t.o reflect in his poem" Furthermore, approaches to
the poem as a quest have difficulties in irruminating the

poem with shel).ey's poetic theory, because shelley thinks in
dialectical- terms, which provide better means of accounting

for the indeterminate realities he confronts in 1ife, rather
than theological terms, which have affinity with the concept

.of quest in posturat ing God as the goal and the good a

priori.

More critics now see shelley's works as the diatectical
interaction of eguar realities, such as the ideat versus the

mundane. Bloom in The Rinqers in the Tower conceives of
shelley as "an intense lyricist" in that "More than arl oth-
er poets, shelì-ey's compulsion is to present life as a di-
rect confrontation of eguar realities" (BB). This is a per-
ception of sherrey missing from many studies. Kroeber takes

note of the avrareness of historicity, oF the awareness of
indeterminacy of experience, in the Romantic sensibirity,
and argues that both sherley's poetry and Turner's paintings
are diarectic centring upon the indeterminacy of experience,

in contrast to the "subrime" sensibility of Neo-crassicism

¡,¡hich demands a clear perspective 
" His remark is instruc-

tive: "characteristic of the Romantic sensibirity is desire
not to transcend the experiential by a turn to some metaphy-

sical certainty, some 'deeper structurer' some archetypal
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pattern expraining, justifying, or giving supermundane sanc-

tion to its intrinsic indeLerminacy" (33S)" He warns, "U
determination to find apocarypse everywhere in Romantic art
is misreading" (335). curran too has a strong sense of his-
tory in his criticism, and. his approach to sherley's poems

is dialectical" He sees in Prometheus unbound the conflict
between the zoroastrian gods ormusd and Àhriman , as werl as

shelrey's concêption of "Lhe marriage of west and east,,
( 95) . More importantly, he recognizes shelrey's efforts to
render integrity in both the mind and the world in a harmon-

i ous Yray :

Shelley's endeavor is to unite rather than frag-ment: in its philosophical and psychological dl-
mensions Prometheus Unbound does nõt deny the in-tegrity ot tf,fiina ñãTãT-tte wortd, bui asserrsthat onry in their baranced interaction can there
be either mental health or truth.

(curran 96)

curran attends to shelley's concept of the interaction and

balancing in the diarectic of the worrd and the mind. He

recognizes shelì-ey's understanding of the complementary re-
lationship between the world and the mind, and sherrey's po-

sitive attitude toward dialectic contraries as an essential
condition of life. Curran.remarks that "Man can wiII the
end of a competitive system, but cannot dispel the contrar-
ies necessary for the achievement of harmony" ( 1 1 1 ) .

Kroeber's and curran's works are important steps forward
in correcting the stereotype of sherrey as a poet who wouLd

always dwerl in the paradise of poeÈry giving up all efforts
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À Lypical example of this stereo-
type is BosLetLer's remark on the climax of Epipsvchidion:

Like Icarus he falls to his death. There is no
struggle except the convulsive reflex. He makes
no effort to live in the imperfect world. He sim-p1y gives up. Perhaps SheI1ey's greatest weakness
is revealed in the lack of embarrassment with
which he describes his weakness, the unawareness
f inalJ.y that it is a weakness.

(quoted in Webb 40)

Quite contrary to Bostetter, the forrowing chapters of this
essay will show that the subject of Epipsychidion is the
very "effort to live in the imperfect worId."

Even sympathetic views of sherley often make the same

mistake of separating shelley's world of poetry from this
worldr âs in this statement by Woodman!

SheIJ-ey's apocalyptic vision ( i.e. , the vision ofa universe continually created as distinct from a
universe continually perceived) belongs within averbal universe; it is not an earthly kingdom thatwill one day be established among men. It is,like Plato's republic, a pattern set up in Heaven.

(woodman 20)

shelley does not distinguish "a universe continually creat-
ed" from "a universe continualJ-y perceived," nor does he be-

lieve in "Heaven" that exists apart from the "earthty king-
domIs]" of phenomena, to which the "verbar universe" of
poetry is bound. shelley learned from wordsworth and corer-
idge that poetry is an integral part of our dairy rife, âs

he testifies in À Defence of poetrv. À Defence is an an-

tithesis to the majority of 1iÈerary opinions that tend to
separate poetry from ordinary life, when shelrey says in
that essay that poetry "make's us the inhabitant of a worrd
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to which t.he farniliar world is a chaos," it is clear he does

not mean the creation ex nihiro¡ since rater in the same

paragraph he maintains that poetry "creates anew the uni-
verse, after it has been annihirated in our minds by the re-
currence of impression brunted by reiteration" (poetrv &

Prose 505-506). one needs a chao's in order to create a uni-
verse, and this world is necessary for the creation of poet*

ry" It is obvious shelley sees creation and perception as

essentiaJ-ly the same mentai- activity" His argument in A De-

fe¡çg is for the integration of the mundane with the imagi-
native and for the recognition of the poetic faculty as es-
sential to all human activities. This integration is always

his concern in his poetry.

The present thesis, thenr rrâintains that Epipsvchidion is
an illustration and a demonstration of shelrey's dialectic
poetics--a diarectic that works in various r.rays: between

the r¡orld and the mind, phenomena and thoughts, the mare and

the femare, death and life, life and the poem, and finarry
between the poem and the reader. The diarectic poetics is a

poetics of relationship: sherley assigns rove (whose active
agent is imagination or poetry) the ultimate power of bring-
ing dialectic oppositions into harmony and creating rela-
tionships out of confricts" As Broom states, "what the poem

cerebrates then is not the relationship with Emilia but re-
lationship itserf" (shellev's Mvthmakino 216). The goar

of the poem is not the perfection of the union of the poet
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v¡ith Emiry, nor the transcendence of the dialecEic elemenLs,

but rerationship itself , a harmonious coexistence of t,he

dialectic components.

Epipsvchidion can be divided into three major movements

and the concruding envoy. rn the firsL movement (1-189) the

poet tells about feelings inspired by Emity; in the second

movement (190-383) he recounts his tife in a biographical
sequencei in the third movement (383-591), beginning with
the poet's address to Emily, he describes an isrand paradise

to which he invites her. I ndependent of the three rna j or

movements, the concluding envoy (592-604) is addressed to

the poem itserf.2 chapter rI of the thesis discusses the

opening forty lines which compose the dedication and the in-
vocation. The dialectic of the spiritual and the mundane is
clearly established right from the beginning. Chapter III
analyses the remainder of the first movement, and observes

the workings of love and imagination in the poet's percep-

tion of the worrd. chapter rv observes a process in which

diverse elements that compose life are brought into harmoni-

ous relations so that I ife is perceived as meaningful,

chapter v takes the third movement as a demonst.ration of the

poetics so far expounded in the poem" opposing concepts are

2 The present thesis agrees with Reiman and powers's divi-
sion of the poem (Reiman and powers, eds. 372). Earlier
critics, incruding Baker (225), Reiman (percv Bvsshe she:L-
lev 1 28-31 ) , and wasserman (458 ) , took ttre short- stanza
beginning with "Lady rnine" (383-87) as a coda attached to
the second movement, insÈead of an address to Emily intro-
ducing the third movement.



brought into harmonious

f inal chapter centres

Shelley's positive atti
of human existence"

7

complement,ary relat.ionships. The

on the envoy and recognizes in it
tude toward the dialectic condition



Chapter I I

ÐEDI CÀTI ON-I NVOCÀTI ON

It is generally taken for granted that the vocatives lav-
ishly employed in the early part of Epipsvchidion, such as

"Sweet Spirit, " "Poor captive bird, " "High, spirit-winged
Heart," "Seraph of Heaven," "Sweet Lamp," all refer to Emi-

ly. Certainly each of these vocatives tells something of

Emily or of the feelings inspired by Emily, yeL we might

question whether all of them are addressed to her. When we

look Lhrough the poem, Emily is not always the one who is
addressed. The most obvious instance is the concluding en-

voy, which is addressed to all the verses of the poem it-
se1f. If we rely on Reiman's judgement of Shelley's draft,
the "Stranger" in line 72 refers to an unknown listener to

the poem's persona (Percv Bysshe Shel-Iev 127). ÀIso the

"Twin Spheres of light" in line 345 are ptainly more than

Emily alone. In the Àdvertisement attached to the poem,

Shelley mentions Dante's Vita Nuova, in which Dante's lyrics
are addressed to different persons or objects. Ànd just as

Dante is very meticulous about how each lyric breaks down to

smaller parts according !o the theme and meaning in La Vita
Nuova, shelley's verse-paragraph construcÈion in Epipsvchi-

dion needs careful attention. Indeed each paragraph of the

poem reveals more of an independent character when we look

at it individually.

8-
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By such a close examination t{e can see that. Lhere .is a

firm scheme behind the seemingly artless, spontaneous rhap-

sody of Lhe early part of the poem. The first twenty lines,
with the triangular structure of three paragraphs, consti-
tute a dedication offered to a soul in love's pain, and the

next paragraph of twenty lines is an invocation to EmiIy as

an inspiration of. Iove and beauty.3 The opening forty lines
are thus quite formally structured; then as if to recapture

the poet's sense of bewilderment facing the enormous task of

expressing what may be inexpressible, some irregularity in

form and conLent appears in the following two paragraphs.

The opening three paragraphs clearly stand off from the fol-
lowing one in terms of their content. The former are spoken

in pity of the poor "Spirit" or "Heart" that is in pain for
love or longing. The message of the latter is very clearly
stated: "I pray thee that thou blot from this sad song/ att
of its much mortality and $rrong" (35-36).

and an invocation.

This is a prayer

The ident

the "empire,
psychidion a

ities of

" and the

re stilI

the "Sweet Spiritr" the "orphan gn.r"
"name" in the opening couplet of Epi-

open to quesLion:

3 Reiman groups the first 40 lines as the "invocation" (per-
g Bysshe Shellev, 1261 , but he seems to shift his view in
the introduction to Epipsvchidion in Reiman and powers's
edition, where the first 71 lines are grouped as an invo-
cation (372) 

"
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Sweet Spirit! Sister of that orphan one,
Whose empire is the name thou weepest on . .
(1 -2\ 4

In a biographical interpretation, the "Sweet Spirit" refers

to Emi1y, and the "orphan one" Mary Shetley, because her

mother, Mary Wollstonecraft, died from complications at the

daughter's birth. And Lhe "empire' is the marriage bond be-

tween the Shelleys.s Autobiographical interpreters may see

no problern with that; besides the poem is formally addressed

to "Emilia vIiviani]," The formal dedication on the title
page, however, does not necessarily determine the content of

the poem, especially when the poem is dealing with profound-

ly internal subjects as is the case now. What the autobio-
graphical interpreters have failed to explain is how Shelley

can be so presumptuous as to suppose that Emily is weeping

because Shelley is already married to Mary, when I as Emili-
a's letters to Mary and Shelley indicate, Emilia's relation-
ships with She1ley, Mary, and Claire Clairemont vrere mutual-

Iy understood to be those of good friendsr oF sisterly or

brotherly ones. 6

À stronger support for a biographical interpretation is
Medwin's account of Emilia when he f irst rnet her:

The texts of SheIIey's poetry and prose used in this the-
sis are, unless otherwise indicated, from Reiman and Pow-
ers's edition "

See Reiman and Powers, eds. , 374n.

See White, II. 467-485c

5

6
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There was a lark in the parloir, that had lately
been caught. "Poor prisonerr" said she Ii.e. Emi-
lial, looking at it compassionately, "you wiIl die
of grief ! How r pity thee! tlhat must thou suffer,
when t.hou hearest in the clouds, the songs of thy
parent birds, or some flock of thy kind on the
wing, in search of other skies--of new fields--of
new delights ! But like rr€ r thou wilt be f orced to
remain here always--to wear out thy miserable ex-
istence here" Why can I not release thee?"

(uedwin 279)

Medwin's description seems to correspond with the second and

the third paragraphs of the poem, in which the poet pities

the plight of the Nightingale and the Heart (5-20), and such

is alluding to Emilia in the opening paragraphs of Epipsv-

a scene of

Shelley' s

chidion. Shelley

typal figures of

Emilia might indeed have been an inspiration to

poem; which, however, does not mean that Shelley

is alluding to the mythological, ot arche-

the nightingale or the soaring bird, which

are revised to fit into Shelley's emblernatic figures of the

poem, with far more universal reference than personal epi-

sodes may have. Even if Emilia had r*ritten some poems, the

nightingale as the emblematic figure for the poet would

hardly have been appropriate for her" It would equally be

strange to compare her to the bloody bird whose "panting,

wounded breast/ Stains with dear blood the unmaternal nest!"
(17-18). The problem with biographical interpretations is

that they obscure the mythological, oE archetypai. figures,

which are essential to the understanding of

After Locock's notes on his edition of

critics, especially Platonic interpreters of

the poem.

SheIley's poems,

Shel1ey, gener-
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a1ly took "Epipsychidion" to consist of "epipsyche" and a

diminutive suffix, "-idiorì," to bear Lhe analogy with the

Platonic or Ptoremaic idea of epicvcl-e. This, however, is
no longer a matter of debate since Notopulos, wasserman, and

others have ably argued that shelley coined the name from

"epi-" and "psychidion," meaning "on the subject of the lit-
tle soul,"7 The benefit of the correct etymology is that it
reveals to us the word psvche and the importance of the
Psyche-Love myth in the poem" shelrey's cousin Thomas Med-

win readily associates the poem with "psyche," which seems

to be more than his own personar conjecture (Medwin, 294,

290). shelley's interest in the psyche myth is seen in a

letter to Thomas Love Peacock, where he humorously carrs
Peacock a "Pavonian Psyche" (Letters II, 244). It is very
like1y that when shelley composed Epipsvchidion he remem-

bered coleridge's stanza on psyche pubrished in the notes to
Bioqraphia Literaria:

The butterfly the ancient Grecians made
The soul's fair embl-em, and its only name--
But of the soul, escaped the slavish trade
Of mortal life! For in this earthly frame
Our's is the reptiLe's lot, much toil, much blame,
Manifold motions making littIe speed,
Ànd to deform and kill the things whereon vre feed.

(George Watson ed., 47n")

This stanza of coreridge's wourd make a good epigraph to
sherrey's poem, because one of shelly's main concerns in the
poem is the duar nature of human exist.ence. whire the soul

7 See Notopulos, 278-81i Wasserman, 4
Years, 278, 616n. Also see G. Wi
lates the title as "on the little
Mutuä1 Flame, 215.

18-419; Cameron, Golden
lson Knight, who trans-
soul-creature r." in The
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can comprehend the idea1, it cannot exist without the ma-

terial existence of the body. This duality is rendered in
Epipsvchideon as the dialectic of the material and the

ideal, neither of which exists by itself.

what is evident through the first three paragraphs is the

sense of pain caused by the duality of human nature. The

opening paragraph is about the "sweet spirit" who is con-

fined within the phenomenal "empire." The second is about

the "Nightingale" imprisoned in the condition of rife. The

third is about the "Heart" which craves to oversoar mortari-
ty. Throughout the three paragraphs, the fit embrem is the

mythical figure of Psyche, who, born human, 9oês through
much pain and toil with the hope of finarry being united
w i th Love as an immortal- . Not surprisingly the dominant

echoes found in the opening paragraph are from Keats's ode

to Psvche, which along with other poems in the Lamia, Isa-
bella vorume, shelley was reading in the autumn preceeding

the composition of Epipsvchidion.s The second coupret in the

opening of Epipsvchidion is furl of echoes from various
parts of Ode to Psvche:

In my heart's temple I suspend to thee
These votive wreaths of withered memory.

(3-4)

Mary Shelley records her reading of
Journal (139). Claire Clairemõnt
and Hyperion in the autumn of 1820

Keats's volume in her
read I sabella, Lamia,
presumably under Shel-
195).J.ey' s inf luence (JournaLs 1 78, 184
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"rn my heart's tempre" recalrs Keats's "yes, I wí11- be thy
priest, and build a fane/ tn some untrodden region of. my

mind" (50-51)" The "withered memory" corresponds to "By

sweet enforcement and remembrance dear" (2)" Ànd "votive
wreaths" echoes Keats's "À rosy sanctuary will r dress/ witn
the wreath'd trerlis of a working brain" (sg-60) " The sig-
nificant point shared in the lines by Keats and shelley is
that they are radically introspective" The mind is what the

opening rines of Epipsvchidion refer to, not the events of
Shelley's life"

The word "spirit" itserf suggests a strongly internal
guality. In the poem shelley uses the term "spirit" to re-
fer to the quintessential erement within a body: "the spir-
it of the worm" (128); "Her spirit Ì.ras the harmony of truth"
(216); "one spirit within two f rames" ( s74) . AJ.though Emiry

is referred to by various names--"Seraph," "GIory," "Morn,"

"1ovely soul," etc.-- there is no clear instance that she is
addressed by the name "spirit." Ànother objection to inter-
preting the "sweet spirit" as Emily's is the fact that the

three subjects in the opening stanzas strongly suggest

their being in love--the sweet spirit in a sister-brother-
lover's relationship, the Nightingale pining for her love,
and the breeding Heart--while in the folrowing part of the
poem it is always the poet who sorely expresses his rove,

and there is nothing that directly suggests Emily's rove for
the poet or anybody else except in the supposed relationship
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in the island passage. It does not make sense that the poet

should begin the poem with Emiry pining for rove; does he

love her because she first loves him? considering these

facts, we must concrude that the opening phrase, "sweet

Spirit," has very little reference to Emily, who, at this
stage, is stilr in the external world as a phenomenal infru-
ence inspiring the poet's psyche.

Hence, departing from

pose another identity for
Psychidion--the spirit in

"orphan" spirit is Love,

Shelley, Laon and Cythna,

Love are rendered as a si

traditional interpretations, I pro-
the "Sweet Spirit": psyche, or

love within the poet's mind, The

or Cupid. Às some other lovers in
for example, the lovers psyche and

ster and a brother.

For the ident i ty of Love, shelrey i s adopt ing Diot ima' s

explanation in The svmposium. The episode of Diotima and

socrates is expricitry referred to in the "Fragments con-
nected with Epipsvchidion": "How Diotima, the wise prophet-
ess,/ Instructed the Instructor ." (11. 102-103)

IPoetical Works 428]. Love is called "orphan" because, born

by Poverty to Prenty on Venus' birthday, he is destined to
remain always in a deprived state, ever chasing beauty. À1-

though he is fuIl of resources and he is "for ever scheming

to obtain things which are good and beautifur" because of
his paternal inheritance, his maternal inheritance leaves
him arways in want, "homeless and unsandalred; he sleeps
w-ithout covering before the doors, and in Èhe unshelLered
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streets."s Perhaps what most appears to sherrey is the dia-
lectic nature of Love. His "nature," Diotima says, "is nei-
ther mortal nor immortal-"; he works as the intermediator be-

tween the mortal and the divine.

The "empire" in line 2 suggests the condition of 1ife,
and the following two paragraphs give support to that motif.
Just as the Night ingare that laments the *rroro of mortal
life in which she is imprisoned, and the "Heart" that wishes

to oversoar the shade of mortality, psyche weeps on the lot
that she lras born mortal yet needs to be more than mortal.
The name "spirit," by which psyche is carled, corresponds to
Greek "daemon." In The symposium Diotima says, "every thing
daemonical holdIs] an intermediate prace between what is di-
vine and what is mortal," and she calls Love "À great Dae-

mon" (Notopulos ed. 441-42). sherrey's rendering of psyche

both as a sister and a lover of Love is appropriate because,

both as spirits that take the intermediate place between Lhe

mortal and the divine, or the phenomenal and the idear, the
two are inseparabry bound in their relationship, with Love

arways assuming the rore of the leader. He continually
leads Psyche on through arr the domains of the world of ex-
perience looking for the divine and the idear in his effort
Èo bring the two states of existence together. Thus the
"empire" over which Love exerts his dominion is the world of
experiencer or the world of phenomena, and the "name,, of

s From Shelley's translation of
442-443.

The Symposium in Notopulos,



that "empirê, " over which the "Sweet Spirit"
weeps, would be "mortality" or "mutability. "
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Psyche

The "name" by itself represents the phenomenal, since it
is in the form of names, or ranguager âs phenomena, that the
poet strives to render the idear, in his effort to bring to-
gether the phenomenal and the idear. Language, however, ex-
actry as the mortality in man, has its limitations as a

form, which binds the poem to the worrd of phenomena and

keeps the poet from futly rear.izing his world of the ideal.
Thus towards the ending the poet exclaims:

woe is me!
The winged words on which my soul would pierce
Into the height of love's rare Universe,
Are chains of lead around its flight of fire.--

( s87-s90 )

The poem thus offered in dedication to psyche, the soul in
love's pain, is only a "withered memory" compared with the
original pure conception toward which the poet strives. The

poeticar diarectic works both ways: from the phenomenal

world toward the ideal beauty, and from the ideal_ conception
of beauty down to the phenomenal representation of it in the
form of poetry.

The dialectic theme proposed in an intensely compressed

form in reference to the psyche-Love myth is further dever-
oped in the forrowing two paragraphs in the same dedicatory
movement. The second paragraph features a motif of the phi-
lomela myth. According to stuart curran, persian natural
history tellsr âs part of the philornela myth, that the nighf-

of
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:ingale, as she sings for her lost and hoperess love, press-
es her breast against a thorn (169). sherrey understood the

thorn to be t.he symbol for the sad conditions of life, âs in
the ode to the west wind: "r fall upon the thorns of life!"
(54). The nightingale is of course the symbol for the poet,
needless to mention the famous analogy in A'Defence of poet-

IJ (Poetrv & Prose 486) 
" The theme proposed in the second

paragraph is that pain, sorrow, and misery are the very con-

dition of life, and conseguently, the condition to which the
poet is necessarily bound. The sweetness of poetry cannot

be separated from the sadness of life, âs in To a sky-Lark:
"our sweetest songs are those that tell of saddest thought"
( e0 ) .

shelley departs from the ovidian philomera-procne myth in
that he generalizes the imprisoner of philomela as those
with "rugged hearts" instead of Tereus. À good specimen of
such imprisoners is the woodman in The woodman and the Nioh-
tinqare, whose "rough heart Iis] out of tune" (I. 1 )

lPoetical Works 562]. He hates to hear the nightingale,
whose "harmony became love/ rn every soul" except in his
(38-39). The forlowing lines show more of the identity of
the woodman with the "rugged hearts" in Epipsvchidion:

The world is full of Woodmen who expel
Love's gentle Dryads from Èhe haunts of life,
And vex the nightingales in every de1l

( 58-70 )

The antagonism of the poet to the "rugged heartsr" the anti-
imagination, is an implicit concern of the poem. The tife
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poet is a struggle to restore the "garden ravaged"

which is the result of the lack of l-ove and imagina-

The doom of the poet is to keep singing with the hope

that he may some day be rereased, or otherwise be abre to
convert the l-ife in prison into a happy lot, rike King Lear,
who says to corderia, ". come, Let's avray to prison./ w"

two alone wil-1 sing like birds i'the cage" (v. i i i " g-9) . A

sweet song comes from the sadness of Iife. When the poet

prays Emily to eliminate "mortality and vrrong" from his
song, he doesn't mean his song will be a happy one thereby;
it will remain a "sad song" all the same:

I pray thee that thou blot from this sad song
À11 of its much mortaliLy and wrong 

(35_36)

In a self-reflexive manner, a song thus composed is offered
to the Nightingare as a rose. The rose, however, is "dead"

and "faded" as the poet says (9-'1 'l ), although "it has no

thorn left to wound [her] bosom" (r2): the sadness of the
poem no ronger hurts the heart as sorrow in actuar life
does. Now it is up to the reader whether to appreciate the
softness and the sweet fragrance of the rose, oF to consider
such unsubstantial qualities as nothing. The question is
whether the act of writing poetry has any meaning or not,
which is the point the entire poem is tending toward.

The archetypar figure referred to in the next paragraph,

though much less explicit, is procne, the swallow, A1Èhough
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the soaring bird reminds us of the skyrark in shetrey's To a

skv-Lark, it is not a skylark, which is a "brithe spirit"
without any knowledge of sorrow. The bi rd ca 1l-ed " spi r i t -
winged Heart" here, oD the other hand, is a tragic figure.
The blood on the breast identifies the bird as the swar).ow,

or Procne, who, when she killed her olrn son Itys in revenge

on her husband Tereus, had her breast sprashed with her

son's blood, which then remained on the breast of the swal-
Iow. as a red mark. rn rendering the figure, though, sherrey
has divested Procne of all the offensive features and made

her a purely tragic figure who suffers sorery because of her

duar nature of spirituality and physicar limitations. The

tragic nature of human exisLence suggested in the first two

paragraphs is further developed in the third.

The tragicar condition of the subject is more deepry felt
in the third paragraph. The "spirit-winged Heart" keeps on

beating its plumes against the "unfeeling bars with vain en-

deavour," and the repeated use of the word "vain" five lines
below re-enforces the sense of hoper.essness. The tragic
sense is also emphasized by the contrast between the possi-
bility and the present condition: the "thought" might be

able to oversoar the worldly rimitations but for the "un-
feering bars" in which it is confined. rts plumes rie
"shattered" with the breast bleeding; and the nest in which

the bird is obriged to stay is "unmaLernal"¡ the "Heart"
does noL essentially belong here.
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In the description of t.he high "Heartr,, thê act of bleed-

ing rnay be compared to l-ines from ode to the west !^rind:

Oh, lif t me as a þ¡ave, a leaf , a cloud!
I fall upon the thorns of 1ife! I bleed!

( s3-54 )

commenting on these lines, stuart curran exprains that it is
wrong to read them as "Iift me lest r falr ...." There

is positive will in the verb "fall," so it should be read

âs, "rift me oo. so that r can farl upon the thorns of rife"
( 1 68 ) . curran calls this act "active passivity": that is,
when t.he poet ceases to try to resist the power of necessi-
ty, and is ready to offer himself up to the force by direct-
ry confronting it, he can partake of the power as his own.

The poet of the West Wind confronts the miseries and sorrovt

of life, and is willing to breed in doing so. onry through

such a stance to life can he promulgate his ideas of liberty
through the world.

The idea behind the high Heart passage in Epipsvchidion

is equally confrontationar in the poet's stance to rife.
Through the confrontations with the reality of Life, the

Heart bleeds, and in conseguence, it stains with "dear brood

its unmaternal nest": the Heart changes the appearance of
the nest (life) by its own blood

The brood also introduces the erementar symbolism of the
poem. Blood has the colour of fire, whichr âs the lightest
of the four elements, and therefore ahin to spirits, is the

animating force; in contrast, water, which is essenÈial to
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1ife, also symbolízes mortality. lo part of the general dia-
lectic struct,ure of the poem is observed in Lhe interaction
between fire and water. rn the present context, to stain
the "unmaternar nest" with brood means to transform the con-

ditions of life by activating and spiritualizing it with the
quality represented by the imagery of fire.

Following the second paragraph that raises the question
whether the withered rose is any good, the third paragraph

suggests possibility for the Heart to transform the world-
prison with its blood. so far the Heart succeeds in moving

the poet to tears, though it has yet to make the poet bleed.
The poet is still thinking of pouring blood in conditional
terms, not sure if it will do any good ("cour-d it prof it
thee" [20]). The idea once having come to mind, however,

has its own existence. Àlbeit it is onry a supposition, it
is one step forward for the poet to learn the significance
of fulI commitment to life; that is to shed his own blood to
give the mortal nature of tears (water) the animating quali-
ty of fire (blood) " This act of wirfui. sacrifice is what

shelrey means by the glorious "fiery martyrdom" (21s), as

the phrase appears rater in the poem. And in the end, the

fire symbolism culminat.es in the metaphor of twin flames of
fire (576-583) 

"

r o For the working of the
Wind, see Curran, 164-1
proposed fire-moisture
466-469) .

fire synbolism in Ode to the West68. géf ore curranl-waGeñ-anTaa'
symbolism in Adonais (htasserman
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Through the opening three paragraphs of. dedicaLion, the

poet listens to his inner voices of Psyche, the Nightingale,

and the Heart, urging his commit.ment in life: that is to
vrrite poetry. In order to start the poem, however, he needs

more than the sense of obligation: he needs some inspiration
like the West Wind that will lift him up" So in the next

--paragraph of invocation, he looks to Emily as a phenomenal

appearance of Intellectual Beauty. The counterbalancing of

the opening twenty lines with the following twenty lines of

a contrasting tone, ês a strophe countering an antistrophe,

is part of Shelley's rhetorical dialectic in the poem.

The fire-water symbolism implicitly raised in the third
paragraph needs more explanation because it is part of Shel-

ley's dialectic scheme of. the poem. It is basically a tra-
ditional symbolism, as evident in the Venus and Àdonis myth

for example. Às Venus was born from the ocean, and Àdoni

is often identified with the sun-god, the myth is essential-
ly about the interaction of water and fire I with Venus as

the nourisher and Àdonis as the animator. À literary exam-

ple of the same type of mythology is Spenser's account of

the birth of Belphebe and Àmoret in Canto VI, Book III of

The Faerie Oueene" Spenser concludes the incident thus:

Great father he lttre sun godJ of generation
Is rightly cald, Èh'author of life and light;
And his faire sister Ii.e. the moon] for creation
Ministreth matter fit, which tempred right
with heate and humour, breedes Iiving tlight.(rrr. vi. 9)

,

s
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Spenser seems to be a source in Shelley's description of the

bi rth of the Wi tch of Àt.Ias " The Witch was born by a sea

nymph conceived by the beams of the sun god when her mother

Yras sunbathing on a rock. To

bolism Wasserman' s commentary

summarize this fire*v¡ater sym-

is very useful" In his analy-

sis of Adonais he comments thus:

Throughout the poem there is a recurrent opposi-
tion of two nature images which had long been part
of Shelley's symbolism: lightr oF fire, the life
symbol; and moisture, or mist, the symbol of mor-
tality. This symbolism, derived from observation
of the atmosphere and of vegetative growth, wâs¡
of course, fixed in a long tradit ion. In his
translation of ProcIus, for example, Thomas Taylor
reported that "the poet calls men existing in gen-
erat ion humid, because thei r souls are
drenched in moi sture . . . . souls, whether they are
corporeal or incorporeaJ-, while they attract bod-
ies, must verge to humidity, and be incorporated
with humid natures.... But pure souls are averse
from generation; on which account the same Hera-
cliLus observes 'a dry soul is the wisest. "' In
this symbolic system, then, troisture is the prin-
ciple of earthly existence, but if the soul is en-
tirely deprived of Iight and fire, ñoisture be-
comes the death-principle.

(wasserman 466)

Thus after the rather low-spirited three stanza dedica-

tion which emphasizes the Iimitations of mortality, when the

poet needs inspiration, the InteIIectual Beauty manifested

Èhrough Emily, for which he calls, is described in terms of

fiery quality. The "Seraph" is the highesÈ of angels who

reside among the spheres in Dantean cosmology. The spheres

are fiIled with aether, considered to be a fiery substance.

The "Iight," "love," and "immortaility" all belong to the

fire or light; in contrast, the "forn of Woman," even though
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"radiant,," cannot fuIIy support the entirety of such light"
The contrast that follows is between those of serene light
and those of dark and turbulent humidity: "Benediction" and

"Curs€, " "Glory" and t.he "lampless Universê, " the "Moon" and

the "clouds," the "Iiving Form" and the "Dead," and the

"Star" and the "Storm" (25-28)" Thus the "dim words," which

are like moist clouds that obscure the reality they de-

scribe, " If] lash, lightening-1ike" (33-34) with the inspira-
tion from the fiery quality manifested in the presence of

Emi ly "

In spite of all the Dantean cosmology that Shelley uses

in his metaphors, he does not accept the traditional cosmol-

ogy as part of the structure of the poem. In the ontology

behind the poem, he does not suppose the nine spheres

through which to ascend with Platonic ladders. He does not

express a belief either in God, Heaven, HeII, or the P1aton-

ic realm of pure Forms" Those concepts are irrel-evant to
the dialectic structure of the poem, which shall be clear in

the later chapters of the thesis. Shelley's uses of tradi-
tional or religious metaphors remain on the rhetorical lev-
el.

The alternative concept that conforms to the dialectic
structure is that of "Harmony" and the proÈotypal "Mirrorr"
which is first introduced in the fourth paragraph:

Thou Harmony of Nature's art! Thou Mirror
In whomr âs in the splendour of the Sun,
À11 shapes look glorious which thou gazest on!

( 30-32 )
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shelley thinks that the divine quarities are perceived onry

within phenomena, as harmony. BuL there is no harmony with-
out the mind. "Nature's art" is an oxymoron; "art," is hu-

man' not natural. rf there is harmony in nature, it is a

reflection of the human mind. It is the "Mirror" of the

mind that makes one perceive harmony in phenomena and makes

them "look glorious. "

Shelley attaches no preference or priority either to the

fire, the spiritual, oF to the water, the substance. The

"clear drops" of tears are mingled with the "twin lights" of
the eyes, " sorrovr" becomes identical with "ecstasy," and

weeping is as necessary to the poem as is smiling (39-40).

The point is to see harmony and rerations in things, both

fire and water, in the mind's mirror, which disregards dis-
proportions and discords. This process of the mind to har-
monize and integrate different natures of things as the mind

is inspired by love is the centrar theme þre are to pursue in
this thesis.



Chapter I I I

FIRST MOVEMENT: ANTITYPAL EMILY

The diarectical rhetorical scheme as seen in the contrast
between the first twenty rines and the following twenty per-
sists through the first major section (of the three) ttrat
ends at line 189. one side proclaims the beauty of EmiJ.y,

and convinces us what that beauty and love are, and what

they do when they inspire us; while the other side, the an-

tistrophic, expresses doubt and anxiety on the part of the

poet. The paragraphs that belong to the antistrophic are

5-6 (beginning with "r never thought") and B-9 (beginning

with "Ah, lroe is me ! " ) . The strophic side includes para-

graphs 7 ("She met me") and 10-12 ("Thy wisdom speaks").

The division between the fourth paragraph ( "seraph of
Heaven") and the fifth ("r never thought") is a major one.

First of arr there is a change in the voice of the narrator
in the transition from the fourth paragraph Èo the fifth.
As the former is spoken in prayer, the narrator assumes the

rore of a lower position; while in t.he ratter, the narrat,or,
in search for appropriate terms of rerationship between him-

self and Ernily, addresses her as an equal partner. second-

ly, in the consistency of theme, there is a great gap be-

tween the first four dedication-invocation paragraphs and

27
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Ëhe next two. While the earlier ones are impeccably struc-
tured in each of the paragraphs and as a whole, in the 1at-

ter, there are great flounderings in the narrative. In the

fifth paragraph, the narrator, t.rying to find the Lerms of

relationship with Emi)-y, first considers the twin brother

and sister relation, and then one as a sister and a brother

in law, and the conclusion is: "Àh, me! . I am a part

of ghee" ( 51-52 ) " In the sixth paragraph ( "Sweet Lamp" ) ,

the narrator tries to find words that best describe Emily,

and after hitting on many, he exclaims: "I find--
al-as! mine own infirmity" (69-71)"

The dominant mode of rhetoric that prevails through the

fifth and the sixth paragraph is irony. In spite of the im-

mediately preceding invocation, the following two paragraphs

reveal the poet's shortcomings under the i.u,ry task of put-

ting into words the idea beyond words--the sense of beauty

and love inspired by EmiIy. The shortcorniDgs, though, will
make crear what are the difficulties and probrerns that the

poet faces when he approaches the subjects of the poem. We

may here apply the theory of Harold Bloom, who says that the

initial part of a poem often features the rhetoric of irony,
playing with images of "absence" and "presence," which in
terms of psychic defence signifies the anxiety and the fear

of the ego when one has to commit oneself to an action (¡

Map gl_ Misreadinq). The anxieÈy and the fear of the poet,

in this case, are not ilI founded, since, as yre shal1 see in
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The fifth paragraph begins r¡ith the poet's acknowledge-

ment that he n",ru, thought that he could actuàlly see the

perfect embodiment of "Youth's vision" (which means_ either
the vision he saw in his early yo,uthr oF a "ttutuihor" of

youth as in line 120) in this life (41-42). Already in this
first sentence the sense of absence and presence is visible:
absence in that the poet never thought to see, and presence

in that nov¡ he thinks he sees the object. After his decla-

ration of love to Emily, he tries to define their relation-
ship. The concept of the world t.hen immediately comes to

his mind, and the question is between the hiding of that
love (absence) and the exposure--"shame"--(presence) :

Emi Iy,
I love thee; though the world by no thin name
wi 11 hide that love f rom i ts unvalued sharne .

(42-44)

The "rìame" is a g.reat concern in this paragraph. It has

a cLose association with the "world, " but Iittle with

"Iove"; since the "worId" has "no thin name" at it" disposal

in order to "hide" the love--"hide" suggesting only a super-

ficial modification to the object (love) " Ironicatly
Èhough, the poet wishes that the "name" (supposedly the name

"wife") thaÈ his "heart lent to another/ Could be a sister's
bond" between Emily and his wife (46-47). Obviously a mere
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"name" cannot bind any relationship, nor has it the power of

"lbllending ts¡o beams of one eternity!" That line is total*
ly out of place when the "name" is supposed Lo have nothing

to do with "eternity. " The "names, " "lawful" or "Lrue, "

only "paint" the surface of things (49-50). The role of

"name" as only a paint, together with the very conspicuous

use of the subjunctive mood--"wou1d o," "Cou1d n,"

"ro¡ere one " could not o"--creates the very ambiva-

lence of presence and absence, playing with the tropes of

supposition and wish, and increasing the disparity between

appearance and reality. Àlthough the poet asserts, "I am a

part of thee," we fee1 that his orrn self is so diminished

because of his uncertainty of himself that the "part" he

shares in Ernily would not be great anyv¡ay.

There is a great irony in the next paragraph, too. Shel-

ley usually uses the image of Èhe moth as an emblem of lofty
aspiration: it flits toward the evening star instead of an

ordinary lampr âs in lines 220-224 of the poem (as well as

in "The Woodman and the Nightingale" and in "One Word Is Too

Often Profaned"). Now Emily has appeared as the "Sweet

Lamp" on earth, and it is so close that the "moth-like Muse"

has been blinded with it and "has burnt its wings" (54).

That means that the poetic vision of the poet is blinded.

The next analogy in the paragraph, too, seems curious. The

poet compares "Young Love" to a "dying swan" that sings his

s!{an-song (54-55), which suggests that Love is dying in
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One wonders whether Love can

ever die. It is also unlikely that Timer ãs it represenLs

physical constrainLs on poetry, can learn "À11 that thou

art"--what Emily is (55-56)" The poet next asks Emily, "Art
thou not void of guile .?" The poet is not quite sure

whether the presence that gives him pleasure is real 'or mere

fancy--because he is blinded by this "Sweet Lamp." Here

again is the ambiguity of presence and absence. Is the

"Lamp" real ? the poet "measure Is] " the "worl-d of f an-

cies" (69-70), as íf. to confirm its existence. He is not

sure, and even about himself--he finds his own "infirmity"
(71) 

"

An examination of the list of phrases that the poet ap-

plies to Emily will further our understanding of what he

means by "infirmity." Àlthough Lhe list looks pretty much

Iike the one in the fourth paragraph ("Seraph of Heaven"),

there is considerable difference. The difference will shoru

why the images in the latter paragraph belong to the "wor1d

of fancies." The poet calls Emily a "well of sealed and se-

cret happiness . vanquishing dissonance and gloom"

(58-60). Vanquishing dissonance and gloom agrees with "Har-

mony" in the fourth paragraph, where Emily $ras light and

"Glory." The fact that the weII is "sealed" seems to corre-
spond with the later lines: "on the fountain of my heart a

seaL/ Is set" in order to keep it "pure and bright"
(139-140). Yet why does the "happiness" have to be "secret"
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(58)? In Lhe fourth paragraph the "seraph" was "Benedic-

tion" Lhat spreads amid the "Cursê," and the "G1ory" that
shines in the "lampless universe" (25-26) " There is no se-

crecy nor sealing there" The "Moon" brightens the "clouds,"
the "living Form" is an animating influence among the

"Dead," and the "Star" gives hope white in "Storm" (27-29).

In the sixth paragraph, however, the "Star" which "moves

not in the moving Heavens, alone" (60-61) does not necessar-

ily mean a sign of hope. We might ironicatly take "moves

not" as transitive in that it does not move other objects
into action or into harmony. The "Lamp" is called a "Soli-
tude" and a "Refuge" (64), which is secluded from the world;

it does not give any influence over the outer worrd. she is
a "1ute" that luIls "fond grief asleep" (65-67), but the

lute never cures the grief; the grief may awake again. Nor

does the lute have any influence over the "roughest day" it-
self" she is a "buried treasure" and a "cradle" of preasure

that are kept avray from the world (67-68), just as fancies

are secretry cherished within the mind without infruencing
our thinking or perception of the worId.

As long as the pleasures are kept secret so as not to af-
fect the world, and the fancies are kept within the mind so

as not to influence its perception of the world, they have

no way to assert. their own existence; that is why they are

"infirm." They are perceived onry in contrast with their
opposites. We conceive of "smile" not in its own integrity
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but in its contrast with "dark frowns" (62) , the "gentle
tone" as opposed to "rude voices" (62-63), and we feel the

sound of the "l-ute" soothing only because of its contrast

with the pain on the "roughest day" (66). Language basical-
Iy works by the contrast of opposing.concepts as we use it
for everyday purposes, but poetry, for Shelley,'must be more

than mere contrasts. Poetry must make the reader feel beau-

ty in its integrity, which will inevitably change the way

the reader perceives the world. In order to bring such po-

etry into being the poet must overcome the fear of his ê9o,

must come out of the secluded world of fancies, and fully
admit what his imagination allows him to receive. That is
what the poet is going to do in the next paragraph.

In the seventh paragraph ("She met me"), the poet changes

his voice, choosing a third person called "stranger" for his

listener, and radically reorganizes himself in order to de-

liver his feelings about what beauty Emily has, and what it
does to him and to the world around. The contrast betv¡een

Èhis paragraph and the previous one is that of imagination

and fancy. The fancies in the paragraph "Sweet Lamp" work

towards secrecy, seclusion, separation, and isolation from

the worId, and also towards polarization into opposing con-

cepts. Imagination, on the contrary, extends outward to the

world, and it brings these opposing concepts into harmony.

Therefore in imaginative or poetical thinking, "Night" and

t'Day, " J'Winter" and "Spring, " and "Sorrow" and "Hope" are
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not opposing ideas with negative val-ues attached to the for-
mer group and positive ones to the latter; but they compre-

ment each other, with boLh sides contributing to the mean-

ingful whoIe. In unimaginative t.hinking (fancy), night
merges with day in the grey trsilight, winter and spring make

some cool weather, and sorrovr and hope make indifference; in

imaginative thinking, however, when the two groups are put

together in right relations, they make "1ight, Iife, peace"

(72-75)" rn the "world of fancies" (70), "Death" is shunned

as something dreadful, but upon encountering the beauty of

EmiJ-y, the poet comes to realize that "Death" together with
"Life" makes an integral meaningfur whore when she "lureIs]
Ihim] towards sweet Death" (73). In Una Favola (e Fable)

shelley portrays Life and Death as twin sisters. Death is
associated with "Love and Eternity, " and Life is attired in

rainbow col,ours though she can be deceitful (Comp1ete [.rorks

vr. 283-85). They complement each other: without Life,
there is nothing to embody beauty and love, $¡ithout Death,

there is no truth and everything becomes mere iIlusion.

The following succession of metaphors that describe Emi-

ly's beauty--the "antelope," the "Moon" in the mist, the

"hyacinth" with dewdrops, and the sun-reflecting spring--aII
represent beauty as embodied in mortal forms. Às vre have

seen before, the mortar or corporeaL nature is expressed in
the images of water or moisture, and the superphysicar qual-
ity, by fire or light. Motion, too, here appears as an ele-
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ment that represents the spirituar quarity as it appears in
phenornena. Motion is perceived by the mind when iL rerates

time and topologicar change of the object, so it berongs to
fire and light in that it represents some quality beyond the

physical object itself" shelley even describes the outline
ot Emily as a " f lowing" i he may r¡ell be t.hinking of the

shape of a still object as a topologicar reration. Ànd mo-

tion of course suggests by itserf animation and tife. shel-
ley arways seems to conceive of beauty in the transition of
phenornena, as in Hymn to Intellectual Beautv"

The first of the nretaphors is the antelope, whose light-
ness in jumping is described as "less eLhereally light,,com-
pared with Emily (75-77). rt also means that an ethereal
lightness can be observed in the transitory movement of the

antelope. The repetition of "lightness" and "light" in the

sense of weight suggests as a pun that the right motion and

light as emission both are the same superphysical quarity.
The next, metaphor, the moon in the haze (79-82) , obviously
employs right as the animating power, with the haze or mist

representing the mortal body. The moon is perceived as more

beautiful through the haze, which embodies the light and

makes it visible around the moon.

rn the hyacinth metaphor, in the overt tiquid irnagery,

the emphasis is more on the mortal body, though there is
something more than substantial quality in the motion of the

overflowing dew drops. The expression is overtly sexual:

Ànd from her lipsr âs from a hyacinth Ëull
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Of honey-dew, a liguid murmur drops,
Kitling the sense with passion; sweet as stops
Of planetary music heard in trance.

( 83-86 )

The sensuality is conspicuous; after all the "1ips" are the

most sexual part in the face. "Kir]ing the sense with pas-

sion" and the "trance" in which sweet "stops" of "planetary
music" are heard suggest sexual ecstasy. Àlthough sexual

lnt"r"olrr" is an activity peculiar to mortal beings, the

ecstasy derived from it allows the partners to hear the ce-
lestiar "planetary music." This is another exampre that
spiritual quality is embodied in a bodily activity. In or-
der to counterbalance the overtry sensuous 'image of the

lips, the following description of the eyes is more purely
spiritual:

In her mild lights the starry spirits dance,
The sun-beams of those wells which ever leap
Under the lightenings of the soul--too deep
For the brief. f.athom-line of thought or sense.

( 87-90 )

Às usual in shelley's symborismo the fiery images of tight,
stars, spirits, and the soul share the same spirituar quari-
ty. The fiery imagery is, though, so outstanding here that
the subject seems totally detached from corporear nature;
nevårtheless the metaphor f or the eyes is ,,weIls, ,, springs
sparkling in the sun. The spring waters (mortal nature) are

transcended by the spiritual right of the sour to partake of
an ethereal quality.

The metaphors that appear in t.his paragraph show the har-
mony of spiritual and corporeal quarities. The following
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harmony, does transform the world around:
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in that

The glory of her being, issuing thence
Stains the dead, blank, cold air with a warm shade
Of unentangled intermixture, made
By Love, of Iight and motion: one intense
Diffusion, one serene Omnipresence,
Whose flowing outlines mingle in their flowing,
Àround her cñeeks and utmoãt fingers glowing
with the unintermitted blood, which there
Quivers, (as in a fleece of snow-like air
The crimson pulse of living morning quiverr)
Cont inuously prolonged, aná ending-nË,rer,
Till they are lost, and in that Beauty furled
I{hich penetrates and cl-asps and fills the world;
Scarce visible from extreme loveliness.

(91-104)

When the "gIory" emanat ing f rom Emi l-y touches the "dead,

bIank, cold air," it becomes a "warm shade" of "light and

mot ion" in thei r "unentangled intermixture. " The c irculat-
ing blood in this passage supports our reading of the open-

ing passage that the blood shed by the Heart can possibly

transform the world in its act of staining the "unmaternal

nest. t'

agent,

animator itself.
motion" is said

Now the bl-ood has become the "glory" as the f iery
which transforms the surrounding world otherwise

worthless and meaningless--"dead, bIank, cold."

"Love" here is distinct from the "glory"; it is not the

But the "intermixture . of light and

to be made by "Love." Love is working as

the intermediary agent between the glory and the cord subs-

tance (the surrounding air) exactry as Diotima has taught

Socrates: "He [love] fitts up thaÈ inLermediate space be-

tween Lwo classes of being, so as to bind together, by his



own power, the whole universe of t.hings" (Trans,

Notopulos 442) " rn exactry the same process the
Atlas creates her "Hermaphroditus":

Then by strange art she kneaded fire and snow
.Together, tempering the repugnant masswith liquid love--a1I things tõgether grow
rhroush which rhe harmony of love "?!rîiãiri

Lover âs well as imagination, is the intermediator
the substance and the source of beauty.
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Shelley,

Witch of

between

The description of Emily's outrines endues her shape with
the flowing rnovement from the cheeks to the tips of the fin-
gers' which indicates that there can be "motion" in a stiIl
object when it is internally animated. The role of "bl_ood"

is prominent. rt brings out the outlines in its circuJ_atory
movement in fiery red. The anarogy of the pulsating brood
with the crimson sun-light refrected in the crystal morning

aír completes the identification of blood r¡ith the sun-light
as the life-giver; the morning sun is call-ed in a synesthe-
sia the "crirnson purse of riving morning." The blood as the
fiery element animates the mortal- shape as werl as the sur-
rounding air, and the outrines are eventually absorbed in
the entire "Beauty." The "Beauty" emanating from the entire
body, in turn, extends its inf luence f ar outside, rrpeD€-

trates and clasps and fills the worfd. "

The poet goes on describing the outward influence of that
beauty in depicting the movement of Emily's hair. At the
moment that the disentwined, waving hair "seems to satiate
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the faint wind" in its.sweetness, it causes a chain reaction
in the soul of the poet. The sense of beauty as a "wird o-
dour" seems to grovr independently within his soul as a re-
surt. rt feels in the soul "rike fiery dews t.hat nert/ Into
the bosom of a f rozen bud" ( 110-'1 11 ): it awakens the imagi-
nation (love) of t.he poet and prompts it to start growing.

The "fiery dew" is another combination of fire and water:

Emi)-y is a "mortal shape" (water) indued with "rove and life
and Iight and deity" (fire) (llZ-13).

The forlowing metaphors of Emiry may appear a rittle ex-
travagant:

Àn image of some bright Eternity
À Shadow of some golden dream; a Splendour
Leaving the third sphere pilotlesss . 

i i I S_l I zl
we shourd not overlook the indefinite adjective, "some",

which suggests shelley's characteristically skepticar atti-
tude. There may be some "bright Eternity" and some "golden

dream" in which we dream of the prenatar Edenic happiness,

but r¡e are not sure of their existence. They exist only as

some images and some shadows in our perceptions of phenome-

na. Likewise the analogy of the Dantean sphere of rove and

its guiding angel does not suggest shelrey's berief in Neo-

Platonic cosmol-ogy. The phrase might as ¡uerl suggest that
there is no guiding spirit on venus after alr because the
spirit of love and beauty exists only within this worrd as

the poet sees it in Emily, not in the eÈhereal spheres.

while "1ife's dull billows move" according to the "moÈions,'
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of the "et.ernar Moon of Love, " the "eternaL Moon,' does not
revear itself but as a "Reflection" in the form of Emily
(117-19) " so vre have earlier.observed of the "planetary mu-

sic," which is not heard in the spheres but in sexual ecsta-
sy. when the poet speaks of "God" (129), sherrey uses the
word as a figure denoting the public concept of God rather
than his personal belief in it.

The paragraph starts with the introduction of Emiry as

the unifier of Death and Life, Night and Day, and winter and

spring, and so it ends with similar notions. She is carled
a "Metaphor of spring and youth and Morning" (120): she re-
deems the inanimate conditions of winter, death, and night,
and then becomes the bonds between winter and summer as

spring, between death (pre-existence) and maturity as youth,
and between night and day as morning. she is like "incar-
nate Apri1" redeeming the barren earth with rain and sun-

shine ("smiles and tears"), and the smiles and tears are
also for the "Frost," for she is a friend to both winter and

surnmer (121-23) 
"

we have seen that beauty as manifested in Emiry brings
about change in the worrd and in the perception of the poet.
rn fact the worrd is changed because Ehe perception has

changed" rn shelley's philosophy it is an axiom that "À11

things exist as they are perceived" (poetrv & prose 505)"

The sense of beautyr âs it is perceived through imagination,
necessarily brings about change in the perceiver himserf.
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surprise at. his or{n change:
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fear and

Àh, woe is me!
What have I dared? where am I Lif ted? horr,
Shall I descend and perish not?

(123-1zs',)

The change the poet speaks of in this paragraph is that he

is made a part of the body of all things made equal by rove
(126) " To illuminate what kind of equality that is, he

makes a very bold statement:

The spirit of the v¡orm beneath the sod
In love and worship, blends itself with God.

(128-129)

This provocative statement is a key to understanding the

process of imagination that is at work in the poem.

Most obvious of all, the "worm beneath the sod" repre-
sents the chthonic or the earthly substance, and .God the

spirituar infruence. The two make up the dialectic ï¡e have

been examining in this thesis, which is brought to harmony

by love and imagination. The two are equar in the sense

that the worm and all other beings on earth are alike ani-
mated by the same kind of spirits, and that when those spir-
its animate them, that is the way God manifests himself.
Most important, though, is that this radical statement sub-

verts the estabrished hierarchy that places God at the top
and the worm at the bottom. The principre is the same as in
the previous paragraph where the sense of beauty breaks down

the hierarchy that hails Life as positive and shuns Death as

negative, by bringing up Death as the equat partner of Life
for the meaningful whole"
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in order to create a neþ¡ imaginative order,
must. first destroy the old repressive hierarchy. curran
makes this subversiveness a centrar point in his criticism
of ode to the west lfind, quoting claire crairemont's journal
in the entry approximately a-month prior to shelley's compo-

sition of Epipsvchidion: "À great poet resembles Nature--he
is a creator and a destroyer." curran arso cites Thomas Jef-
ferson Hogg's conception of the poet as both "maker and

marrer" (17 0-71) 
" Shelley expresses essentially the same

idea in À Defence of poetrv where he discusses the process

of entropy in language. He says that the ranguage of poets
is

vitally metaphorical-; that is, it marks the before
unapprehended relations of things, and perpetuates
their apprehenson, until the woids which rèpresent
them, become through tirne signs for portions orclasses of thoughts instead of pictureê of inte-gral thoughts; then if no new poets should ariseto create afresh the associations which have beenthus disorganized, Ianguage wilL be dead to allthe nobler purposes of human intercourse.

(Poetrv & Prose 482)

The words of the poet at the originar conceptions are "pic-
tures of integral thoughts"; .they are not simply good or
bad, or positive or negative. rn time, however, Èhey become

mere labels that denominate Èhose values instead of their
integra)- meanings, âs if pieces of fine art were judged not
by what they are but by their price tags. The poet, then,
must break down the old associations and conceive new rera-
tions among things.rr By bringing God and the $rorm onto the

rI For more on Shelley's "semantic entropy
I{right , 29-31 .

principle, " see
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ofsame level,
the Lwo and

ShelIey destroys t.he hierarchical concept ion

establishes a new relation between them.

Àn example of such radical reordering
ment connected with Epipsvchidion:

is seen in a frag-

some guess right,
Ànd others s!{ear you, re a Hermaphrodite;
Like that sweet marble monster of both sexes,
Which looks so sweet and gentle that it ,r.*"å
The very soul that the soul is gone
Which lifted from her l_imbs the veil of stone.(PoeticaI Works 427)

rt is by the same sweetness that Emily lured the poet "to-
wards sweet Death" (73), which integrates opposing concepts.
Wi'Ison Knight remarks on the lines of the f ragment:

In Epipsvchidion Shelley treads the brink of a new
stat.e of being; or rather springs 'sandalled with
plumes of fire' (as when the awakened Hermaphro-
dite spreads his wings in The witch) towaids a
f ul1 sèxual and bi sexúaI intõ-grat ion(StarIit Dome 242)

society insists on the distinction between the sexes, but
the poet reorganizes that discriminative ideorogy by con-

ceiving a more meaningful whole. Hermaphroditusr âs well as

Diotima's Love, is an emblem for new relations of things.
Àlthough the lines of the fragment are about a marble stat-
uê, in Epipsvchidion the poet is a living Hermaphroditus and

Emily, a passionate Salmacis; both seek to be united in the
perfect beauty of both sexes.

Before changes, however, there is always anxiety; so in
the next paragraph ("spouse! sister!") the anÈistrophic mood

continues. The poet, though aware of the fatality of his
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confrontation with beauty and love, is still reructant fully
to accept. it because of the fear that he himself is conseq-

uently transformed into something unknown. It is because of

this potentiar that in the invocation Emiry is carled "Ter-
ror" as well as "Beauty," echoing Satan's remark as he

watches Eve: "NoL terribre, though terror be in r.ove/ xnð

beauty . o o " (pr. rx. 490-91). Calling Emily both "Spouse"

and "sister" suggests the fatal, intimate love rerationship
between the poet and Emi1y. The "Àngel" is a guardian; so

together with "Pilot of the Fate" the line suggests the fa-
tality and inevitability of the love relationship. The poet

yet fears that their relationship as it exisLs in this world

would be too painfur for him. He first imagines "the fierds
of immortality, " "a place divirì€, " where "My spirit" and

"thine" would be one "divine presence," in a perfect union
(134-35). Next the poet thinks of an autotypal relationship
on this earth¡ âs between a shadow and its substance, with-
out any friction between t.he two (136-37). The poet wishes,

"But not as nol¡r" because the interaction caused by the re-
Iationship might be intolerable.

Then ç'ith the words "I love thee," the tone changes; the

poet finally accepts the fatality rearizing that the rera-
tionship in this world is what Emily wishes: "since in
those tears thou hast delight" ( 1 41 emphasis shelley's) .

The images of the "fountain" and its "waÈers" again signify
the mortal condition of this world" The "pure and bright"
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tears are an inevitabre conseguence when the mortal body re-
ceives sprituar influences whether in joy or in pain. Às

one exists he musL have a form; the poet conpares himserf to
a note of music which meets a different note. As the dif-
ferent notes meet in harmony, they become part of the new

sound of the harmony of the music. They make "sweetest
sounds" without any discordi nevertheless "ar1 spirits
shake" in that music like "trembling reaves" as if crying
even for joy. Spirits are noÈ supposed to have forms, but
if they did have the forms of "reaves" as in this simire,
they could not herp shaking and trembling as if crying for
the transformation they go through. The poet accepts the
condition of life in which pain and tears are necessary be-
cause there need to be different notes in order to produce

sweet music.

The process of self-transformation we see in the poem is
a crucial point in shelley's mature theory of irnagination.
The same music-harmony analogy is found in À Defence of po-

etrv. Àfter defining poetry as "the expression of the rmag-

ination," shelley compares man to an "ÀEol-ian ryre" respond-

ing to an ever-changing wind, that is "a series of external
and internal impression." But he says, "there is a princi-
pre within the human being which acts otherwise than in
the lyre, and produces not melody, alone, but harmony, by an

internal adjustment of the sounds or motions thus excited to
the impressions +¡hich excite them" (poetrv & prose 4g0)"
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The "int,ernal adjustment" is the key phrase. rn our present

context Emily stands for t.he "impressions which excite" mo-

t.ions in the poet; in response, t.hough, he is not simply

echoing the signal but the response he makes is modified so

as to create harmony with the signal

Àn impression that hits a chord in the mind is calred by

shelley an "antitype" (which in the presenl context is Emi-

ly). The antitype appeals to the mind because it has a

"prototype" within.l2 t{hen the mind responds to an antitype,
though, it needs an adjustment within itself; whire the pro-
totype remains the same at the centre of the mind, the "cir-
cumference" keeps expanding to accommodate antitypes. Thus

when shelley praises Francis Bacon as a "poet," he describes

Bacon's effect on the mind of the reader in those terms:

His language has a sweet and majestic rhythm
it is a strain which distends, and then bursts the
circumference of the hearer and pours itself forth
together with it into the universal element with
which it has perpetual sympathy.

(Poetrv & Prose 485)

rmagination, ever seeking to establish relations with anti-
types, always demands the serf-transformation of the mind. r 3

12

f3

For Shelley's "typology" see Nathaniel Brown, 36-42.

Reiman notes a change in sherrey's concept of rove after
on Love,.in,which the antitype is identicát with the pro-
totype within; in his later view, however, as i.s cleai in
ej_pgre¡iAion, the external antitypes do not strictJ.y
have to conforrn to the prototype; rather it is the minãthat makes itserf and the externar worr.d correspond to
each other without being the same. see "shelley's chang-ing concept of IuoV€¡" shellev and his circle vrl 6ei-64i.
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we may appry this typorogy to the passage in characteriz-
ing the different kinds of rerationship that t.he poet imag-

ines between Emily and himself. The supposed relationship
in the fierds of immortarity is the absolute union: there
are no more any individuaLs, and there is only one presence.

The next shadow-substance relationship is an autotype-proto-
type relationship, that is, solipsism. The object identi-
fied in the phenomenaL world exactly mirrors the prototype,
and the mind needs no imagination to adjust itself; the mind

sees only what arready exists within itself. The love in-
voled in it is only a self love. In contrast, the relation-
ship between Emily and the poet that he finalry accepts is
an antitype-prototype relationship which involves l_ove and

imagination, and a self-transformation in consequence.

The next three paragraphs beginning with "Thy wisdom

speakS" (147), often cal-Ied Shel1ey,s "SermonS, " are dictat-
ed in a strophic mood, procraiming what rove and imagination
are and how they can change the world by changing the per-
ception" These sermons are meant to encourage "high hearts"
(148), one of whom is that "High spirit-winged Heart" in the
beginning, The high Heart's act of bleeding is now to have

its meaning, backed by the "wisdom" that. the poet has gained

through Emi1y" rt is hardry necessary by now to iterate
that Emily in the poem is not exactly the poet's ideat Lover

in flesh and blood, but she represents arl the antitypes
that incite the mind to establish relations with impressions
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Geof f rey

ward carls Emiry "an instigat.or of rerease of imprisoned

meaning" (eIlot ed. 208). In the poem, peopJ_e, ideas, and

other phenomena are often interchangeabre as signs; the

question is first to recognize them as signs with integral
relations, and simurtaneously to establish rel-ationships be-

tween those rerations and the mind. rn on Life shelley de-

fines "signs" as objects that stand "not for thernserves but
for others, in their capacity of suggesting one thought
which shall lead to a train of thoughts .

Prose 477) 
"

. " (Poetrv

The "doctrine" of the majority that shelrey refutes in
the sermons is thus not limited to choosing of a friend or a

mistress. The relation between life and death mentioned

earlier would illustrate the argument in the sermons. Let

us suppose Life to be the "mistress" (150). There are a

"crowd" of ideas attached to the concept of life, incì.uding

death" Death can be "fair and wise" because it gives a

sense of fulfilment and peace to life, and awakens imagina-

tion to the thought of eternity. But the "doctrine" of

"that great sect" tells that one must "comnend" arr the rest
of the ideas to "cord oblivion" once he has chosen Life as

his mistressr ês it is "in the code" of "modern morals"
(150-54). He must think onry of the pleasant Life as in her

association with youth, health, and joy, and try to forget
Death" That is actually the yray many people think, who

I

&
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tread the "beaten road" by the "broad highway of the world"

(154-57)" As soon as one tries to separate life from death

and to shun the latter as obnoxious, however, he begins to

realize that the journey with Life that he thought to be all
joy and fun . is actually a travel he has to go with "weary

footstep . among the dead" (155-56), because the concept

of joyful "1ife" eensists of the binary opposition with ob-

noxious "death, " and the two cannot totally be separated.

The more one tries to concentrate on the idea of bright
"1ife" and to repress "death," the murkier and the more ob-

noxious "death" becomes, until he cannot enjoy that "1ife"
any more. It is as if his "chained friend," Life, had hid-
den within her mask a face of the "jeaJ.ous foe" (158),

Death, whom he detests so much. The word "jealous" is ac-

cute because it is exactly like jealousy; the more one wants

to monopolize one's parLner, the more oppressive is the idea

of losing him or her. He tries every means of ensuring the

sole enjoyment of Life, and each attempt increases his fear

of Death. Thus the honeymoon he fancied turns out to be the

"dreariest and the Iongest journey" (159).

Às well

sion, this
commun i sm,

tarian and

insist on

rules under

as in linguistic tropes and psychological repres-

allegory applies to any ideology Lhat exists--
capitalism, fascism, racism, sexism, and authori-
fundamentalist religions; the more the dogmatists

purity and discipline, Lhe more repressive the

them become, and the rulers are enÈangled in the
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bhe rules and the consequent

effects that deteriorate the situations. Ideas are not like
"gold and cray" (160): one cannot refine one denomination

of integrar ideas frorn the rest like refining gold from ore.

This is another way to think of shelley's trope of the spir-
it of the ktorm mixing with God" I t challenges the tradi-
tional ideology that separates God as the absolute good from

the wormr oF the serpent, representing the chthonic, Èhe

earthly, and the fleshr âs corrupt and evil. Shetley says

both are good in their integral relations, and he thinks, as

in À Ðefence, that the role of the poet is to restore inte-
gral relations to ideas.

Love, as the source of the poet's unifying power, is not

selective but egaritarian. There are two senses in the word

"divide": one is to separate in order to discriminate; the

other. is to split into equal parts. It is obviousry the

latter sense that is meant by the phrase, "to divide is not

to take away" (161). Love shines on "many truths"; there is
no one truth" And it grows brighter in so spreading the

1ight, because Love is "1ike understanding" and we can un-

derstand an object better when rde light it from evey angle

so that no part is hidden in a shadow (162-64) " critics
have noted here an arlusion to Dante's purqatory xv in the

analogy of love as a sunbeam falling on a mirror" Sheltey,

though, "reduces Dante's figure for the operation of divine
love to a function of mind," as schurze points out ("The
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Ðantean Ouest" 199). Shelley's "many trut.hs" present an an-

tithesis to Dante's one "Good. " He radicalry revises
DanLe's simpre figure of a sunbeam and a mirror into a more

complex optical analogy to express his system of perception.

rn a simile love is equated with imagination's right, which

from earth and sky,
Ànd from the depths of human phantasy,
Às from a thousand prisms and mirrors, fills
The Universe with glorious beams, and kilts
Error, the worm, with many a sun-Iike arroyr
Of its reverberated Iightening.

(164-169)

The "phantasy" retains its originar Greek sense, "making

visibre," meaning the faculty of mental apprehension, desig-
nating the entire psychological fierd. so the "earth and

sky" and "human phantasy" cover all phenomena, physicar and

psychologicaÌ.

À "thousand prisms and mirrors" are supposed to be placed

in all the corners of one's entire cognitive sphere. The

network of mirrors and prisms that starts from the prototyp-
al centre is equalry distributed in a thousand parts in the

sphere so that imagination arlows the perceiver to identify
himself with any phenomenon, just as shelrey says Bacon's

writing expands the reader's circumference of mind to infi-
nitude (Poetrv & Prose 485). The result is arr the network

of beams that arlows no shadow to appear. rt kilrs "Error,
the worm": Error is like a worm or a reptile, in that it
sees things onry from its eye on the ground, with an errone-
ous, narrow, one sided view of things, opposite to the whole

optical network of imagination"
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The far ends of the network of imagination mark the cir-
cumference of the mind. Àgain in À Defence shelley says

that poetry, as the synt.hetic principle, is "at once the

centre and circumference of knowledge; it is that which com-

prehends all science, and that to which alr science must be

ref erred" (503) " so arr the relations of t,hings perceived

on the circumference are refrected to the focus at the cen-

tre. This is another reason r*hy love "grorvs bríght/ Gazing

on many truths" (162-3). The farther the circumference ex-

t.ends, the more light is gathered and focused at the centre.
Therefore the narrow mind--the "heart that roves" onry one

object, "the brain that contemplates" only one object, the

"1ife that wears" only one form, and the "spirit that cre-
ates" only one form--has a very dim centre, a "sepulchre for
its eternity" (169-73).

The image of the geometrical network of beams of imagina-

tion (rather like graphics in a laser show) that has its fo-
cus at the centre of the circumference is a symborical dia-
gram for sherrey's perception theory. It irlurninates the

following passage from À Defence: "o and to be a poet

is to apprehend the true and the beautiful, in a word the

good which exists in the reration, subsisting, first between

existence and perception, and secondry between perception

and expression" (482). À relation of things (i.e. the beau-

tifuL and the true) perceived at the circumference simulta-
neously esÈablishes a relation with the cent,re; then in the
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acL of poetic expression, the original relation is repro-
jecLed from the centre onto the circumference in t.he form of

poetry, which then is perceived by the reader as a relation,
and so on. This diagram of perception is crucial in the

thi-rd and the f inal part of the " sermons, " which begins;

Mind from its object differs most in this:
Evil from good; misery from happinessi
the baser from the nobler; the impure
And frail, from what is pure and must endure.
If you divide suf fering and dross, you may
Diminish tilI it is consumed away;
I f you divide pleasure and love and thought,
Each part exceeds the whole and we know not
How much, while any yet remains unshared,
Of pleasure may be gained, of sorrow spared

(174-183)

The previous paragraph claimed that the mind is dimin-

ished to the minimum by identifying itself solely with an

object; this paragraph then explains how the "Mind" is dif-
ferent from " its object. " In front of "Evil from good" lre

should supply "as well as" or "so do," so that "Mind from

its object" should bear parallel relations to "good" from

"EviI," "happiness" from "misery," and so on. "Mind" is in-
finite consisting of its ever-expanding relations and asso-

ciations, and so are "good" and "happiness"; in contrasÈ, ân

object is finite and signifies nothing unless the mind re-
lates it to other objects. "Evil" and "misery" are finite,
too, and they result from the failure of the mind to con-

ceive relations " The mindr âs ¡sell as "good" and "happi-
ness,:r grows brighter by spreading its tight on more ob-

jects" To "divide" in line 178 again means to "separate,"
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when one Lries to extract t.he pure reration o.f "suffering,,
f rom an impure component eliminat ing the ,,dross, ,, Lhe impure

component is "consumed away." rn the optical circumference

analogy, when the perceiver tries to focus a pure image of

"suffering" at the centre, he finds onry a brank there;
"suffering" does not focus any image, because it is not a

pure reration, but is made up of "dross. " suf f ering is l-ack

of reration where the mind is obstructed by the "dross. " so

are "[e]viI," "mise[y," the "baser," and the "impure" and

"frai1."

on the other hand, if one has the pure image of "pleas-
ure" focused at the centre of the circumference (by "preas-
ure' shelley seerns to mean beauty, for in À Defence he de-

fines the "beautiful" as the "highest preasure and its
cause" L482l) , separating it from "love and thought, " one

sees a clearer picture of "pleasure" than when the other im-

ages are superimposed on each other. pure reLations like
"preasure," "love," and "thought" grow clearer when separat-
ed from each other. Meanwhile the circumference may keep

expanding, comprehending more of the reration of "pleasure,"
collecting more light, forming a brighter image of it at the
focus in the centre. since the "Mind" is essentially a re-
lation*forming facurty, all relations are "good," and "bad"

results from lack of relations"

To sum up the main argument of the "sermonsr,' there is
originally no evil among things, and things are good when
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man perceives them in relations. people, however, t.end to
reduce the inLegrar rerations Lo one-dimensional denomina-

tive scares of good and bad for convenience. From this nar-
row view things are perceived in partial lights and shadows.

The more peopre try to bring out the lights, the darker be-

come the shadows, which bring about all fear, ffiisery, and

suffering. Imagination and love, thenr r€store the integral
rerations by making the serf identify itserf with all the

rerations within the cognitive circumference. The more the

circumference expands, the clearer and brighter the rera-
tions are perceived, and things become all good" Thi s

"truLh is that deep well, wherìce sages drew/ the unenvied

light of hope" ( 1 84-85) .

shelley is one of the sages who strives to restore the

"garden ravaged"--"this worl-d of 1i f e" ( 18 6-e7 ) . The re-
stored garden is the Elysian isrand in the third of the ma-

jor movements of the poem. Indeed shetley says in A Defence

that poetry "makes us the inhabitant of a world to which the

familiar world is a chaos" (505) 
" Among the "sages" is

Dante, who according to A Ðefence, in the atmosphere of that
age forlowing the emergence of the "provencar Trouveurs,"

contributed by his poetry to the "freedorn of women" so that
"Love became a religion." As the result, the "familiar ap-

pearance and proceedings of life became ¡ronderful and heav-

enlyi and a paradise tras created as ouL of t.he wrecks of

Eden" (496-97) " In Shelley's view, Ðante is one who re-
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stored original relations of things--especially the relation
between the sexes--by correcting Lhe narrow sexist views

against women in ancient and medieval times, with his imagi-

nation and love. t a

lÃ For more on Shelley's
see Nathaniel Brown, 1

view of literary history,feminist
s0-163"



Chapter IV

SECOND MOVEMENT: BIOGRÀPHICÀL SEQUENCE

All the workings of love and imagination as they are in-
cited by an antitype are presented by the end of the sermons

(147 -89) , which rnarks the end of the f i rst movement . The

sermons, however, do not immediately promise a restored

Edenic aarden because the optimism in the sermons is count-

ered by skepticism in the dialectic scheme of the poem.

wasserman has pointed out that there is ambiguity in what

the poetic "sages" can achieve in this world, as their
ttstrifett

Tills for the promise of a later birth
The wilderness of this Elysian earth.

(188-189)

The promised land is clearly not heaven, for the poet says

"![þ Elysian earth", but yre are lef t uncertain whether we

l ive to see that " later bi rth" or not (ç.tasserman 4s7-59 ) .

This is the point the poem has started with; whether the

Nightingale's efforts to sing and the pain of the bleeding

Heart mean anything. This is a question we cannot answer at
least titl the end of the poem. The "later birth" is after
all the reformed worrd of imagination that is irreducibre to
words, just 1ike Demogorgon's "imageless" deep truth (prome-

theus unbound II" iv" 115). The diarectic of the poem is
driving us to the pivotal point whether the "rater birth"
exists or no!"

57
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The first movement has presented a dialecLic beÈween the

phenomenal and the spiritual. Emily inspires love and imag-

ination, which then integrate the phenomenal and Lhe spirit-
ua1 into a whole. This dialectic of Lhe phenomenal versus

the spiritual persists t.hrough the second movement; in
which, however, the poet tries to bring the dialectic into
another perspective. In the biographical sequence of the

movement the poet shows how that dialectic can be brought to

order in his life, so that his Iife may be transformed into
a meaningful one.

The first paragraph of the second movement, "There ïras a

Being," describes the initial world of unity that the poet

experienced in his early youth. The characteristic feature

of the paragraph is its dreaminess, anticipating the passage

in The Triumph of Life where Rousseau recounts his experi-

ence with the Shape-a11-Iight. The poet's spirit meets the

"Being" in the "caves/ Ot divine sleep, and on the air-1ike
waves/ Of wonder-level dream ." (194-96). The sense of

dreaming and sleeping persists through the paragraph. The

voice of. the "Being" comes from the "odours deep"

Of flowers, which, Iike lips murmuring in Èheir sleep
Of the sweet kisses which had lulled them there,
Breathed but of her to the enamoured air .

(202-2051

The "fairy isles" (193) and the "enchanted mountain" (194),

along wiÈh the "antique verse and hígh romance" (210), en-

hance the dream-Iand sense of t.he paragraph. Dreams, fairy
tales, and romances are all expressions of the psychological
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world of archetypes, in which there is no division between

the object and its psychorogical enLity, NeiLher in that
dream worrd is an object separate from other phenomena. The

"breezes," the "rain of passing cloud," and the "singing of

the summer birds," are finally brought together to "all
sounds, alL silence" (206-209): everyttring is "af1 in aIJ. "

wordsworth's rmmortalitv ode is a major influence in this
paragraph" The dream-like scenery and the "Being" who is
"robed in such exceeding 91ory" (199) are reminiscent of the

opening of the Ode:

There was a time when meadow
The earth, and gvery common

Io me did seem
Äpparelled in celestial

The glory and the freshness

The "imagined shore" recalls the

, grove, and stream,
sight,

1 ight ,
of a dream.(11. 1-s)

"immortal sea" in stanza IX
of the Ode, where our "Souls . see the children sport
upon the shore" (163-56). The "best philosophy" (213) is an

allusion to the "best philosopher" in stanza vrrr of the

ode. The "best philosophy" and wordsworth's childhood ex-
perience described in the ode are the fundamental experi-
ences on which shelrey bases his "intellectual philosophy,"

about which he says in On Life:
The view of life presented by the most refined

deductions of the intellectual phitosophy, is that
of unity. Nothing exists but as it is perceived.
The difference is merely nominal between those two
classes of thought which are vulgarly distin-
guished by the names of ideas and of external ob-jects.

- {Poetrv & Prose 477)
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Wordsworth's "obstinate questioni ngs/ Of

things" with Humean skepticism in the es-

best gloss on the paragraph under discus-

the infantile blisses that
In the perception of unity,

meaningful and "glorious" as

i s c omplemented and ha rrnon-

say On Life. The

sion is found in that prose piece:

!{e less habitually distinguished all that e¡e saw
and felt from ourselves. They seemed as it wereto constitute one mass" There are some persons
who in this respect are always children. Those
who are subject to the state called reverie feelas if their nature were dissolved into the sur-
rounding universe, or as if the surrounding uni-verse were absorbed into their being. They are
conscious of no distinction. Ànd thèse are states
which precede or accompany or fol_low an unusually
intense and vivid apprehension of l_ife. As we
grow up, this power commonly decays, and they be-
come mechanical and habitual agents.

iÞ"ü"g"nror. 477 )

rn the state of mind shetrey describes, there is no division
between external phenomena and internal ideas; everything is
in unity in the psychological reality. phenomena are not
di fferentiated from the self . Às one grows up the opposing
principle of daily habits of rife--the "storm"--with the

"shattered present" disrupts the unity and "chokes the past,'

Q11-12) . The "past " suggests

Wordsworth praises in the Ode.

the "harmony of truth," tife is
"a fiery mart,yrdom" because it
ized with death,

Q14-16).

so that life and death constitute a whole

In the next paragraph "Then, from the cavernsr" a

takes place between phenomena and the self.
tional guest romances the motive or error on

UnI i ke

the part

break

t radi -
of the
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pogt hero is not crear in shel)-ey' s diarectic poem, The

poet hero simply "sprang" from the "caverns of [his] dreamy

youth," just like awakening from sreepr or just. like the

sun-rise in the morning (strelley uses the word "spring" to
describe the sun-rise in the opening of The Triumph). The

guest. seguence seems to be largely determined by necessity.
The poet is in a perfectly self-contained worrd in the pre-
vious paragraph, and there is no reason why he should want

anything more. when the poet conceives of a "desire," the

"Being" is abruptly deposited as something unattainabr.er âs

the "loadstar" of that desire. The poet is as herpless as a

"ðizzy moth, whose f.right/ rs as a dead leaf 's in the owlet

light" (220-21). He has to carry on his futire journey for
the evening star; venus will inevitably sink beneath the ho-

rizon as the night farrs. we realize an emergence of an am-

bivalent relationship between Hesper and the "ranp of earth-
1y flame" (222-24)z a relationship between the unattainabre
ideal and the tangible phenomenon. Às the poet springs
forth "as one sandaLLed with plumes oL fire," with equal

force does the object of that flight, venus, fty away with
the same "burning plumes."

The poet can prevent this split between the ideal and

phenomena by death (230-31), but his instinct tells him that
he mighÈ search among phenomena for the idear that has flown

away:

"O thou
The phantom is beside
Then f--"where?"--the

of hearts the weakest,
thee whom thou seekest. "
l*orld's echo answered "where!"(232-234)
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Phenomena can provide only the "phantom" of l'¡hat' the poet

seeks, and Lhey only echo what he asks, just as the image

that Narcissus falrs in love with is the reflexion of him-

self" The poet's springing out of the initial dreamy worrd

Leaves him with the dichotomy of phenomena ("this chaos")

and the world of his own serf and his "thoughts that wor-

shipped her" ( i.e. the "Beiaç'--principle of unity) (ZE3-4S) .

rn order to resol-ve this dichotomy the poet must realize
that the power of unity must ultimately come from his oÌdn

self where part of the initial unity is retained as the

"veiled Divinity" (244). But before he can reconcile the

"thoughts" of unity and the chaotic phenomena, he has aIl
the $ray to go in his journey through "the wintry forest of
our 1ife" (249)"

cameron attributes the passage on the woman.of the "blue
night-shade bowers" to sherley's encounter with a prostitute
and the subsequent contracting of a venereal disease (the

Golden Years 280 ) . Except for Thornton Hunt's remark, that
interpretation has very rittre support. There is rittle ev-
idence that Sherley suffered from venereal disease, and his
main objection againsi prosÈitution is that iL debases

healthy rove relationships between the sexes, not that it
spreads venerear diseases" The strong sexuarity and sugges-

tions of prostitution are evident in this passage, especial-
ly as shelley often associates the poisonous "hemfock" or

"nightshade' with sex unconnect.ed with sentimenL (¡¡athaniel
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Brown z0g), but, these sexual attributes extend beyond sexual

matters. In on Life shelley uses a sexual metaphor to de-

scribe materialism: "This materialism is a seducing system

to young and superficiar minds" rt allo¡*s its disciples to
talk and dispenses them from thinking" (47Ð. Materialism
is comparable to prostitution in the seductiveness and also
in that it reduces higher ideas like love into a matter of
physicar desire. Materiarism dispenses its discip]-es from

thinking in terms of higher ideas, and eventually it de-
stroys all the feelings of its adherents:

out of her looks into my vitals..;;fLarne
And from her living cheeks and bosom flew
À killing air, which pierced Iike honey-dew
Into the core of my green heart, and lay
Upon its leaves; unti1, as hair gronn grey
o]er a young brow, they hid its unblowñ piime
With ruins of unseasonable time.

( 259-66 )

Materiarist thought that reduces everything into matter
by no means a soLution for the sprit between the mater

and the ideal.

The poet continues his search for the "shadow of that
idol of lhis] thought" (267) in the phenomenal worLd in or-
der to reconcile the phenomenon ("shadow") and the thought"
The efforts are futile because phenomena cannot afford the
permanence of thoughts. geauty in phenomena is transitory:
"beauty dies away" (269) " wisdom is no more than condition-
al: "honeyed words betray" (270). The poet is driven by

thoughts to chase phenomena in his desperaÈe efforts to firl

is
ial
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the gaps beLs¡een the thoughts and phenomena, until he comes

to a point where he cannot carry on the chase any fart.her.
The Àctaeon-rike poet turns upon his hound-1ike thoughts,

when he learns to suspend them for a moment. The Moon-rady

is a deliverer in the sense that she teaches the poet to
look upon the phenomena -themselves by suspending his
thoughts. This limbo state of mind is not new in shelrey's
poems. stuart curran's commentary on the west wind is rere-
vant to the Moon-rady passage in Epipsvchidion. He remarks

that the "coi1" of the "chrystalline streams" of the Medi-

terranean in the third stanza of the ode is "a coi1 that at-
lowed escape by turning in." He goes on:

The deep stop, the moment between, to which Shel-
ley has come on the verge of a destructive storm
presages an inversion of the spiral, winding out,
sapping the strength at its center. What had once
appeared solely to nourish the life of vision is
now seen to support life and death impartially, to
intertwine them throughout the world and deep in
the self-consciousness seeking to rnediate between
individual desire and external circumference. The
fourth stanza moves Shelley toward the Iimbo with
which the first act of Prometheus Unbound endsr âs
Beatrice Cenci progresãã-ñTire same point of
mental space.

(curran 166)

The poet has arrived at a sÈage in which he can "impartial-
ly" accept phenomena just for themselves in their transito-
r iness.

Passivity is the dominant feature of Èhe Moon-lady pas-

sage:

Berween rhe Heaven ;"å ;.:iitår'*i ::ï-t;i3å:
And, as a cloud charioted'by the wind,
She led me to a cave in that wild place,
And sate beside h€r with her downward faie
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Illumining my slumbers, like the Moon.
Waxing and waning o'er Endymion"
And I was laid asleep, spirit and Ìirnb,
And all my being became bright or dim
Às the Moon's image in a summer sea,
According as she smiled or frowned on me o o

(288-2e8)

Now the poet can accept phenomena between the "Heaven and

Earth" in his passivity. The croud metaphor recarrs the

second stanza of the west wind, suggesting the same passivi-
ty. sherley's use of the Endymion figure shows his under-

st.anding of negative capability in his reading of Keats's
Endvmion. The opening passage of the second movement men-

tions caves where the poet spends his dreamy state of youth,

and later in the third movement, there is another cave in
which he retires with Emily to consummate their love. simi-
larry, a cave serves as a retreat for prometheus and Àsia

after the millenium. The caves in shelrey signify various
stages of passivity. The earlier dreamy caves suggest a

passivity in which desire is not developed yeti the cave of
the Moon-rady is a passivity in which desire is suspended;

and in the cave of love in the third movement, passivity and

desire are fuIly integrated.

The Moon-Lady is partry successful in reconciling the

strife between Death and Life, The poet no longer shuns

Death to seek Life. The two, however, are not fully recon-

ciled as in the first movement where Emily's sweetness

brings DeaÈh and Life together. Here under the influence of

the Moon-Iady, Death and Life are simpry "unmindfur" of
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t.heir "accustomed stri f e. " They are called ,'wandering

hopes" because they are not yet fully integrated as a whole.

The poet is being indifferent to bot.h Death and Life, which

is why neither of them likes him: "Àway, he is not of our

crew" (307) " . For the full integration of Death and Life,
the poet needs sun-like'Emily and the unifying power of Ve-

nus, which we see later at the end of the second movement.

Àn important fact of which the poet is aware in describ-
ing his experience v¡iLh the Moon-lady is that her light,
even though a refl-ection¡ comes from the "eternal sun": the

Moon-lady appears to the poet "As 1ike the glorious shape

which [he] had dreamed,/ e= is the Moon . to the eternal-

sun" ( 278-80 ) . The fact agrees with shelley's ontological
premise: "nothing exists but as it is perceived." Even the

commonest phenomena are not perceived to exist without the

faculty of mind. The facurty of reasoning, in the same wây,

ultimately derives its power from imagination. shelley uses

the identical sun and moon metaphor in a letter draft to
charles ollier which he wrot,e when he was working on À De*

fence of Poetrv shortry after he had finished Epipsychidion:

He would extinguish Inagination which is the
Sun of life, & grope his yray by the cold & uncer-
tain & borrowed light of the Moon which he calls
Reason,--stumbling over the interlunar chasm of
time where she deserts us, and an owI, rather than
an eagle, stare with dazzled eyes on the watery
orb which is the Queen of his pal.e Heaven.

(Letters II, 273)
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consequently it follows that, by suspending Lhoughts.and

minimizing the self in order to be receptive of. phenomena,

the poet sees the world more and more disjoinLed and frag-
mented, until he is to annihilate both phenomena and the

self"15 This is the situation the poet describes in the Tem-

pest passage ("what storms then"), which is dominated by the

images of ecripse and split, lack of spiritual light and

disorder of the worId. The Moon is in the "sickness of

eclipse," and the soul of the poet is "Iampless" (310-11).

Because the poet is now without spirituar tight, his mind

has lost its capability of responding to phenomena: the

"moving bil-lows" of the sea of his soul falI into "a death

of ice, imrnoveabLe" (316). Then the frozen mind is made to
"gape and split" (317): human life is fragmented into a

tragic situation of universar suffering. The tragicality in
this passage is comparabte to King Lear's, as chernaik notes
(15). rt arso reminds us of shelrey's The cenci. Like King

Lear and Beatrice cenci, the poet is thrust to a point where

he must confront universal nihilisn" This emptying out of
the self, however, seems to be a stage the poet cannot evade

in order to regain his spiritual light.

In order to transcend

thoughts, the poet needs

Èhat illuminates the Moon.

dreaming clay/ [is] tifred

the dichotomy of phenomena and

the direct influence of the Sun

Called by the "Vision," "the
by the thing that dreamed beLow/

I s Curran observes this
the Maniac in Julian

destrucÈive
and Maddalo.

aspect of passivity in
See Curran , 141.
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Phenomena ("the dreaming clay"
or "smoke" ) are joined with t.houghts ( "the thing that
dreamed below" or "fire"). This power of divine inspirat.ion
which the poet cal1s the "vision" or "Emily" transforms the

"wintry wilderness of. thorns" of rife into vernar fierds.
rn a simile "flowers" are associated with "Lhoughts of bud-

ding love" (328)" The beauty in phenomena is actually a re*
flection of the internal thoughts" Love inspired by the

"Vi sion " transforms fragmented phenomena, integrating
ttthoughts, tt t'1ight, " "music, t' t'sounds, tt and t'odourstt togeth-
er with them.

The concluding paragraph of the second movement, "Twin

spheres of 1ight," f inaJ-1y brings into order the diarectic
of phenomena and thoughts in the form of the rife of the

poet. wasserman is aware of the dialectic, which he calrs
the "mundane" and the "transcendent," or the "human devotion

to the rnutable r¡orld" and the "divinity in him that aspires
to the ideal"; the two are to be "ordered into a viable har-
mony" (454). Àlthough the transcendent preceeds to the mun-

dane in wasserman's argument, shelley assigns equal impor-

tance to the two. For the phenomenal, or the mundane, does

not exist without the least reflection from the light of

mind, and thought or the transcendent cannot present itself
l'¡ithout an image of phenomena" The transcendent is present

in the phenomenal in the forlowing description of the Earth:
Twin Spheres of light, who rule this passive Earth,

This world of love, this $têr and into birth
Awaken all its fruits and flowers, and dart
Magnetic mighù into its central heart;
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And lift its billows and its mists, and guide
By everlasting laws, each wind and tide
To its fit cloud, and its appointed cavei
And IuII its storms, each in the craggy grave
Which was its cradle, luring to fainÈ bowers
The armies of the rainbow-winged showers .

( 34s-354 )

Thus the two are calred "Twin spheres of 1ight," comparable

to the sun and the moon which are called "those married

lights" (355)" They blend "alr their many-mingled influence

"/ tt egual, yet unlike, to one sweet end" (358-59).

One's Iife and universe are composed of "equaÌ, yet un-

like" infruences which are directed tor¡ards the transcen-
dence of the dialectic': "one sweet end" Lhat is irreducible
to images' The phase of three seasons from "spring to Au-

tumn's sere maturityr" the span of one's life, is carred
"the shadow" (364-65). Likewise arl the phenomena that com-

pose one's universe are shadowsr oF signs, which are mean-

ingless in themselves unress they stand for thoughts in the

mind. The twin "regents" govern the poet's "sphere of be-

ing" and eventualry "Light it into the winter of the tomb,/
where it may ripen to a brighter bIoom" (366-67). The point
to which the dialectic directs is death. The diarectic of
phenomena versus thoughts, the signifier versus the signi-
fied, which weaves the fabric of life, hây possibry be tran-
scended when rife is concluded with all the elements in it
arranged in order.

We may find equivalents of

dane" and the "transcendent, "

Wassermants terms, the "mun-

in a passage in À Defence,
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v¡here shelley explains two different states of mind in the

poet's life: the one as an inspired being and the other as

an ordinary man. The passage is highly relevant to Epipsv-

chidion:

The frequent recurrence of the poetical poyrer, it
is obvious to supposer ffiây produce in the mind an
habit of order and harmony correlative with its
or¡n nature and with its effects upon other minds.
But in the intervals of inspiration, and they may
be frequent without being durable ¡ à poet becomes
a man, and is abandoned to the sudden reflux of
the influences under which others habitually live.(Poetrv & Prose 506-507)

The inspired state of mind is the phase of t.he Vision, the

Sun, and Emily in Epipsvchidion, and the life as a man cor-
responds to the phase of the Moon and phenomena. The poet

as an inspired being does not exist without his being a man

(or a $¡oman) who shares his experiences with other ordinary
people. The two phases are egually necessary to the life of

a poet.

The passage immediatery following the one guoted above in

Defence also provides a gloss on the Comet passage

368-83) that comes next in Epipsvchidion:

But as he [i.e. a poet] is more delicately organ-
ized Èhan other men, and sensible to páin andpleasure, both his o¡¡n and that of others, in a
degree unknown to them, he witl avoid the one and
pursue the other with an ardour proportioned to
this difference. And he renders himself obnoxious
to calumny, when he neglects to observe the cir-
cumstances under which these objects of universalpursuit and flight have disguised themselves in
one another's garments.

(507)

å
(
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The "comet beautiful and fierce" which alternates "aLLrac-

tion and repulsion" (368-71) is the "ardour" of emotions,

which have once dragged his heart to whatever he feers
pleasure in. In the uncontrolled "pursuitl' ("attraction")

and "flight" ("repulsion"), the emotions work destructively;
the universe is "rent in twain" between what he rikes and

dislikes (370-72). Shelley adopts an opinion of contempo-

rary astronomers of his time that the orbit of a comet,

which often had ominous associations, can become more circu-
lar t.o be like a planet.16 so the emotions, destructive when

uncontrolled, wi1Ì work creatively when in order.

The destructive Comet is turned into creative Venus,

which in an earlier passage the poet had pursued like a

flitting moth and lost. shelley uses venus as the symbol

for love ( " love' s foldi ng star " ) because the planet that
shines in the evening and the morning is the intermediator
between day and night, just as love and imagination are the

fundamental integrative powers in the mind. rn the present

passage the "Iiving Sun" that feeds Venus "from its urn/ Of.

golden fire" (375-76) assumes the role as the ultimate
source of love and imagination, and venus is the active form

of imagination and love when emotions and feelings are di-
rected creatively. As Venus appears in "Even and Morn," it
mingles "lights and shadows" in harmony ß77-79) " The same

principle applies to one's life as well as to the diurnal

1 6 See Shelley'' Works VII, 1

s Essay
01-102"

on the Devil and Devils in Complete
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cycle. The evening and the morning correspond to "Deai-ln/

Ànd Birt.h, " the beginning and the end of one's lif e, and the

fabric of that life is woven with "Hope and Fear" (379-81) 
"

The "offerings" piled upon the heart which are dedicated on

the "altar" of the "World" (381-83) are feelings that one

experiences as he lives his life in the wor1d. Venus as the

active form of love and imagination mediates between the Sun

(divine inspiration) and the Moon (phenomena), and creates

harmony in phenomena with both "Iights and shadows" contrib-
uting to the whole. So one's life is complete v¡ith both

Birth and Death. Às a copy of life, a poem too has its be-

ginning and its ending, and all the imagery in it forms the

content, harmonized and arranged in order by imagination,



Chapter V

THIRD MOVEMENT: ELYSIAN ISLÀ}¡D

The first two movements, in which shelrey has expounded

his poetics of rove and imagination, are a prerude to the

third movement which begins with "Lady mine" on line 393.

In the third movement shelley demonstrates his poetics by

reconstructing a harmonious worrd out of images of life
through love and imagination" It begins, just as the begin-

ning of the poem, with a dedicatory stanza, "Lady mine," and

the following invocative stanza, "The day is come" (3BB).

The four rine dedicatory stanza of the third movement takes

up the theme of the second and the third stanzas of the

poem; Èhe faded blossom and the act of breeding that seemed

to promise little hope will have their meaning when a rera-
tionship is established between them and the reader, The

verses of the poem ("fÌowers of thought") are onry a "fading
birth" and do not mean anything despite all the pain that
the "plant" has taken to bring the flowers up, unless they

meet the imagination of the reader ("thy sunny eyes") that
brings them into fruit by seeing the unity and meaning in
the entire effort of the prant. The "fruit," or the mean-

ing, is a product of the rerationship beLween Èhe poem and

the reader.

73
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Throughout t.he first two movements Emiry has mostry been

the poet's ideal antitype that inspires rove and imagina-

tion, rather than a living person. rn the third novement,

however, beginning with "Lady mine," Emily whom the poet is
wooing is primarily a mortar woman, until in the crimax,
when he establishes a close union with her, t.he mortal Emiry

and the antitypal Emily become identical. so in the invoca-

tive paragraph the "thou" who "wilt fly with" the poet has

both a mortal and a spirituar nature (3BB). rt is implied
that she retains her mortal nature as a "vestal sister"
(389-90)" Yet ín the spiritual level the poet seeks a com-

plete identity with her: "Not mine but Dê, henceforth be

thou united" (392).

The object of invocation is "Love" and the "destined
Star" is Venus, which is to "descend upon a vacant prison,,
(394-95). The prison is a traditional metaphor for the

flesh and mortality, though Shelley's suggestion goes fur-
ther. Man does not exist Ì,¡ithout his mortal fresh, nor does

a poem without its form. The "vacant prison," however, is
the tyranny of formarity that oppresses its content to in-
significance ¡ à vacuum. Here is another instance of Shel-
ley's concern vrith his theory of semantic entropy discussed

above in reration to a passage in À Defence of poetry.l7 The

rerations that poets discover among things in their creative
use of language become obscure in time, and form, styIe,

17 See pp " 42-43 of this thesis,
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custom, and convention start to encumber the original inte-
gral relations and eventuarry replace them. The description
of the prison suggests the strength of the oppression of
formality: "The wal-1s are high, Lhe gates are strong, thick
set/ the sentiners--" (396-97) " . Then again "true love" (in-
terchangeable with imagination) with "invisible viorence"
pierces the "continents" and restores-tåe content (397-400).

Thus Love "can burst loeath's] charner, and make f.ree/ tne
limbs in chains, the heart in agony,/ r]ne sour in dust and

chaos" (404-407), reviving humanity constrained within for_
mality. The poet does not sây, though, that love destroys
the whole structure of the prison; rather the prison seems

to be restructured not to oppress its content. Love reÌeas-
es equally the "Iimbs," the "heart," and the "soul": Shel-
ley's idea of liberty is not the elimination of the matter
from the spirit, and of the form from the content, but the
integration of them.

Two paragraphs, beginning with "Emily" (407 ) and "This
isle and house" (513), compose the main body of the third
rnovemenÈ, in which shelley describes a paradisar isrand
where the poet and Emily are going to sail in the hope of
fulfilling their love" Evidently this Edenic isrand is seÈ

under the condition of mutabiJ.ity (wasserman 4s6): it is
essentially this world that is converted by imagination into
a meaningfur one when "perfect unity of outward and inward

being" (wasserman 449) is achieved" wasserman mainÈains
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that "The crimax of the advance of Lhe lovers Loward perfect

exisÈence on the island, then, is as much their regression

to the original human st.ate as the island itself is a return
to the Golden Àge" (449). However, the prelapsarian island
is not the product of "regression" but reconstruction out of

the images of life. The Edenic island of the third movement

has become possibre only after the poet has rearned in his
experience, âs narrated in the second movement, how to bring
the images of phenomena into harmony in their relations
among each other and in their relations with thoughts and

ideas.

we have observed before the unity of the external and the

internal at the beginning of the second movement, in which

the poet tells us about the "Being" whom he encountered in
his early youth" when 9¡e compare that passage with the is-
rand passager w€ notice a considerable dif ference in the

clarity of imagery between the two. while in the former

passage, however glorious that "Being" might have been, a1l

the images--the natural- scenes, sounds, odour, breezes,

rain, and words--tend to mix into a single filmy dream; in
the Lat.ter, even though the description often sounds too
fantastic, each image is clear and so1id. The poet,=uy" the

island is "'tlsixt Heaven, Air, Earth, and Sea" (457). The

four represent the entire phenomenal sphere¡ âs well as the

four elements: fire, airr êârth, and water. The poet brends

all kinds of elements or images that he has encountered in
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his experience in this phenomenal world into an exguisite
harmony with meaningful relaÈions between them, The prelap-

sarian "original human state" has never existed in human

history, t.hough it has always been within the conception of

the human mind. There is no way one can simply "regress" or

"return" to the original state that neVer existed; the art-
ist must always create it anew out of this world of experi-
ence. The poet calls the island as "Beautiful as a wreck of

Paradise" (a23 ) : all the poetical representations of para-

dise, including Dante's and Milton's, are necessariJ.y recon-

structions out of wrecked images of life. So Shelley's re-
mark in À Defence is understandable: "the most glorious
poetry that has ever been communicated to the world is prob-

ably a feeble shadow of the original conception of the poet"
( 504 ) . The poet must always face the di ff icult task of

bringing the o'shadow" and the "original conception, " the

phenomenal and the idea1, together.

Wasserman has rightly Laken note of the correspondence

between the mind and the phenomena in the island passage:

"the island is but the 'internaL' conceived as 'external'
o n" (450)" The island passage is an illustration of the

poetics in the sermons, and the circumference-centre analogy

there also applies here. In that analogy the mind is a net-
work of relations with a focus aÈ the centre and with the

outer limits forming a circumference. The entire isrand is
encircled by the Àegean sea, which makes the poet's circum-

ference of cognition:
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The blue ÀEgean girds this chosen home twith ever-changing sound and tight and foam,
Kissing the sifted sands, and caverns hoar;
And all the winds wandering along the shore
Undulate with the undulating tide

(430-434)

The shoreline surrounded by the Àegean forms the circumfer-
ence that flexibly contains the island, and this circumfer-
ence extends upward in the air where the wandering winds en-

c i rc Ie the i srand and cor respond w i th t.he movement of the

"undulating tide" of the sea.

All the phenomena within the circumference of the island
are in particular relations with one another. "Famine or

Blight, Pestilence, war and Earthguake" (461-62) as symbols

f or miseries i.n lif e, which do not conf orm to rerations in

the mind and cause suffering because of that lack of the

sense of relationship, are kept anay from the circumference.
A1t the relat.ions within the circumference are referred to

the centre--the burning "sou1" of the island:
Yet, like a buried lamp, a SouI no less
Burns in the heart of this delicious isle,
Àn atom of th' Eternal, whose own smile
Unfolds itself, and may be felt not seen
O'er the grey rocks, blue waves, and forests green,
FiIling their bare and void interstices

(477 -482)

The "smile" of the "souf" that "unfolds itserf" is rover or

imagination, that forms relations over objects which are

otherwise uninteresting and add little charm to the isrand.
Just as in the sermon passages, t,wo levels of rerations are

established; (1) among "grey rocks, brue $raves, and forest
green,rr whose "bare and void interstices" are filled in by
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relations so that those simpJ.e scenes are made meaningful,

and (2) between those relations (among rocks, s¡aves, .and

forests) and the "SouI," connected by the movement of the

unfolding of its "smile. " This is the process by which we

habitually make sense .out of things in our 1ife, For in-
stance, when we see an abstract painting consisting of a

circle, a rectangle, and a liner irê supply relations between

those figures by our imagination, and try to make sense of

the whole painting. What. makes Shelley's island Edenic is
the fact that everything in it makes sensê, so that the

whole island and the life there are meaningful.

To add to the correspondence between the island and the

human psyche, t,he island also has its conscious mind as well
as its "Soul": the "pleasure-house"--"the chief marvel of

the wilderness" (483). The pleasure-house was originally a

human product built by some "Ocean-King in the

world's young prime" (488-89); then it has grown so assimi-

lated to the natural surroundings that it now seems a natu-

ral product:

It scarce seems now a yJreck of human art,
But, as it were Titanic; in the heart
Of Earth having assumed its form, then grosrn
OuÈ of the mountains, from the living stone,
Lifting itself in caverns light and high

(492-497 )

In "the heart/ Of Earth" is the "SouI" of the island" The

house has its utmost root, in this heart of the island. Às a

psychoanalytic model of the rnind, the projection of earth as

the house suggests the conscious springing out of the uncon-
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scious. This conscious mind (house) tras connection with the
soul of the isrand, and at, the same time it is harmonized to
the surrounding nat,ural environment of the island. The

house is also analogous to prato's mind model of shadows

pro jected on the r+aIl of a cave. Arl kinds of cerest ial
light (instead of. shadows in plato's model) are projected on

the "Parian floor" of the pleasure-house through the roof-
less top:

with Moon-Iight patches, oÍ star atoms keen,
Or fragments of the day's intense serenei--
Working mosaic on their parian floors.

( s05-s07 )

This "mosaic" of lights reminds us of the "Twin spheres of
light" passage at the end of the second movement, where the
sun, the moon, and venus are brought into harmony to influ-
ence the passive earth.

Since the house "overtops the woods,' (487),

the house can look over the entire island:
the eyes of

Ànd day and night, aloof, from the high towers
And terraces, the Earth and Ocean seem
To sleep in one another's arms, and dream
Of naves, flowers, cLouds, woods, rochs, and all that we
Read in their smiJ-es, and call reality.

( 508-s1 2 )

The eyes of Lhe mind ("towers/ And terraces" ) see the Love

relationship between Èhe Earth and t,he ocean--the origin of
the house is accounted as both oceanic (buirt by an "ocean-
King") and Titanic. The house is arso the union of the hu-
man and the natural; furthermore, there is a unity of the
internal and the external" Even though it is Èhe "Earth and
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ocean" who are said to "dream" of those natural phenomena,

the passage gives an impression that the house, the mind,

and the reader are at the same time dreaming of those

"waves, flowers, clouds, woods, rocks, and all that we

call reality. " Às in Àdonais, what we carl reality is j.n

fact our "dream of life" (st. 39)" Thus the pleasure*house

becomes the symbol of integration between the ocean and the
Earth, the human and the natural, the internal and the ex-
ternal, and the ideal and the phenomenal, composing the har-
monious fabric of life.

The first harf of the third movement describes the har-
monior.rs relationship of all the natural elements wi thin the
circumference of the isrand. significantry, that external
circumference of the island has a counterpart of the inter-
nal circumference of the mind. The latter harf of the move-

ment will show that the ultimate force that drives things
into rerationships and unions is rove, which eventuaJ_1y

brings the souls of the isrand, Emiry and the poet into
identity towards the end.

The poet suggests that after their death he and Emily
will be perfectly united as the "riving sour of this Elysian
isre'' (539), which is identicar wit.h the "soul" that burns

at the heart of the island. At the moment of death the dis-
!inction between individuals and the distinction between the
external and the internal will finalry disappear. Then,

however, there will no more be any images with which to de-
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scribe that state of perfect unity. The real concern for
the poet is not the transcendent wor1d, but Èhis world, the

world of "Meanwhile" (540), where the lovers as two individ-
uals "rise, and sit, and walk together" (541). The purpose

of the poeL is not to achieve transcendence in his poem,

buL t.o capture the dialectic dynamics of this life including

the drive for union and unity.rs

It is lover o! the soul's drive for union with its anti-
typal counterpart, that makes the poet see "the blue heavens

bend/ with lightest winds, to touch their paramour"

(544-45), since the concept of 'relationship cannot exist in
phenomena themselves but must necessarily come from the

mind, ot the soul, and from its yearning for unity and for
union with another soul. So when the poet describes the

love relationships among natural objects, he is not talking
so much of the phenomena themselves as the feeling of love

that he conceives within himself, which is projected onto

phenomena. The two lovers "linger"
. where the pebble-paven shore,

Under the quick, faint kisses of the sea
Trembles and sparkles as lrith ecstasyr--
Possessing and possest by all that is
Within that calm circumference of bliss,
Ànd by each other, tiII to love and live
Be one 

(546-s52)

Wasserman sees transcendence as the sole .direction of the
poem (see Wasserman 456, for instance), but Shelley cer-
tainly knows too weII the irnpossibility of achieving thatgoal to attempt it.

18
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rL is hard to distinguish whether the "caIm circumference of
bliss" befongs to the sea and the shore, ot to the poet and

Emily; the former relationship is a reflection of the lat-
ter, To "Iove" is an internal act and to "l_ive" is an ex-

ternal one" Living gives form to roving, and so do phenone-

na to ideas, and images to the conception in poetry.

Love, oF the drive for union, urges the lovers to retire
into a cave" This downward movement is a movement toward

the sour at the centre of the island, where the lovers'
united soul is to be identified with the central soul of the

island. In this cave the "moonlight of the expired night"
is kept asreep white just outside is the "awakened day"
( 554-55) . tlasserman points out that "the alternation of
moisture and fire refLects the alternate influences of mor-

tality and eternity" (456). It is lrrong, however, to infer
precedence of eternity over mortalityi mortality and eterni-
ty comprement each other in this passage. Àlthough "s1eep

may ki11" the "innocent tights" of Emily's eyes, the very

sleep as the "fresh dew of ranguid rove" revives her passion

when she is awake: the sleep is "the raín/ Whose drops

quench kisses ti11 they burn again" (s57-s9). There is com-

plementary coexistence of killing and reviving, and quench-

ing and burning.

The complementary relationship between mortality and

eÈernity, death and lifer cân be translated into the rera-
tionships between the expression and the concepÈion, the
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form and the content, the external and the internal, and the
phenomenal and the ideal. The rovers "talk" Lo each other
to express their "thought's merody," but the melody becomes

"too sweet for utterance" (560-G1). The act of speech be-

comes differance to defer the conception even farther away

by the act: "thought's melody di elsl / rn words"
(560-62), Nevertheless the act of putting the conception
into words stimulates the thought in turn "to live again in
looks" (562). Likewise the "rips" of t.he rovers "with other
eloquence than words¡ Êclipse/ the soul that burns between

them" (566-68). The act of kissing is merery to "eclipse,'
the burning soul, but even by that ecripsing the poet ex-
presses the existence of the burning soul which otherwise is
formless" Thus the unifying force of love brings the dicho-
tomy of death and life, the form and the concept, and the
phenomenar and the idear into complementary rerationships.

Às the poet approaches his union of the souls with Emily,
the relationship between the form and the concept too be-
comes so close that the expression almost steps over the
boundary that separates the form and the concept:
"thought's melody" darts

With thrilling tone into the voiceLess heart,
Harmonizing silence without a sound.

( s63-s64 )

The crimactic union of the souls is described in the imagery

that recalls the Àlpheus-Arethusa myth:

which boir under o,r."uåiån?idt:l:.i":åïr",
The fountains of our deepest Iife, shalL be
ConfuÈed in passion's golden purity,
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Às .mountain-springs under the morning Sun.
(s68-72)

The fountains that spring from Lhe

of the lovers finally merge into one

externaL "Sun" i s al-so united with
parts--the souls of the lovers that

"golden purity." This is almost as

since the "golden purity," in which

ternal-, the f orm and the concept,

longer admits any individual image.

paragraph elaborates this point.

depths of the two souls

. Àt the same time the

its internal counter-

are now united in the

far as poetry can 90,

the external and the in-
are f inalJ-y merged, no

The remainder of the

The corlc ludi ng imagery of the thi rd movement , the rnerg ing

twin flames, is the closest shelley can devise to represent

h-is idea of eternity. Fire, which is the lightest element

and therefore points upward in a supposed movement to return
to the the cerestiar sphere, is the appropriate element to
describe the limit where the phenomenal converges into the

noumenal. The triangurar figure formed by the image of the

twin flames, however, is far from the traditional pyramid

that represents the hierarchy of the chain of being. It
rather signifies the top of the triangle of dialectic; the

point where the extensions of the tops of the twin flames

wourd meet is the point of transcendence. shelrey has been

rejecting hierarchical binary oppositions like Heaven and

Hell throughout Èhe poem, and once again he throws doubL

upon the existence of Heaven. For the twin flames "point to
Heaven and cannot pass ayray" (583): they cannot pass away to
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Heaven because after all this is the only world that exists.
If eternity or Heaven ever exists, it is nowhere but, here in
the v¡orId where the phenomenal and the ideal interact in the

dialecÈic. Heaven, in fact, to which the twin flames

"point, " is the point where the tops of the flames would

converge; since a geometrical point does not have any dimen-

sions, it is impossible to render Heaven as represented by

the point in any form of imagery.

The drive for the point in which the flames of the lov-
ers' souls would achieve perfect unity is the ultimate

cause: Iove. Àt the end of the poem it becomes clear why

the imaginative mind is apt to bring things together in har-
monious relations in spite of the counter mundane force that
tends to form hierarchical distinctions, and why it tries to
establish rel-ationships between the external and the inter-
naI, and the phenomanal and the ideal: the drive for rela-
tionship originates in the soul's yearning for union with

another soul, and ultimately in its yearning for returning

to the perfect unity--the point to which the twin flames are

directed--an imageless blackhole that is both nothing and

everything at the same time.

The poet approaches the utmost limit of poetry as a form

composed of images. The flames are "too pure and light and

unimbued/ ro nourish their bright lives with baser prey"

(581-82), "In one another's substance finding food" (58O).

That flames can live on their own is a clear impossibility
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that the poem has argu_ed against; the ideal must be substan-

tiated by the phenomenal in order to be perceived: fire
needs its "baser prey." Like the twin flames, the rovers'
sours are being driven to the point. of absolute unity: from

"one/ spirit within two frames" (573-74) to "one passion in
twin-hearts" (575); from "one hope within two wirrs" to "one

will beneath/ Two overshadowing minds" (584-85). As the re-
lationship of the lovers approaches an identity rather than

a rerationship, so do the relationships between other
thi ngs :

one Heaven, one Herr; ;"; Îffi.llj;i.;:" death'

And one annihilation "
( s8s-s87 )

Life and death become one; Heaven is He1l, and immortality
is annihilation

The concrusion is no surprise; it is quite predictable
from what the poem has been saying regarding the reration-
ship of things. The "winged words" of poetry are a diarec-
tic product composed of "chains of read" (phenomenal images)

and the "flight of fire" ( ideas, conceptions) (sB9-90) . The

final line of the paragraph, "I pant, I sink, I tremble, I

expire!" (590), is not a confession of failure on the part
of sherrey, but it rather testifies to his success in demon-

strating his dialectic poetics that the idear must always

accompany the phenomenal; the poem affirms that sherley is
right"



Chapter VI

ENVOY: CONCLUSION

In the third movement the poet has finarly established

love as the urtimate source of the mind's integrative and

relation-forming poh'err or imagination, and an envoy con-

cludes the poem with a praise of Love. The envoy is, in a

Dantean manner, addressed to the poem itself as it is called
the "Weak Verses" (591). The "Sovereign" to whose feet the

Verses are told to kneel is generally assumed to be the for-
mal addressee of the poem, Emily.tt However, Lhe "Sovereign"

has to be Love as the sole subject of the envoy. The open-

ing dedicatory stanzas have raised the therne of the rela-
tionship between the human sour and Love, and non the envoy

closes the poem eoncluding upon thaL relat.ionship.

The first objection to the interpretation of the "Sover-

eign" as Emiry is that it contradicts shelley's belief that
"Love makes all things equaI" (126): a Love reLationship is
possible only between equal partners. The poet has been an

admirer of Emily but never her "slave" (593). consider the

tone in which he addresses Emily at the beginning of the

third movement, for instance:

Lady mine,
Scorn not these flowers of lhought .

19 See, for example, Reiman and Powers, eds", 388n,

88
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Whose fruit, made perfect by thy sunny eyes,
will be as of the trees of Paradise.

( 383-387 )

The poet. is court,eous

attitude in his tone.

tion, either i SheIIey

the expense of his pri

and urbane, but there is no servile
It. is not a matter of courtly tradi-

never adopts a literary convention at

nciples or themes in his poems.

The title of Love as "Sovereign" agrees with the opening

stanza of the poemu where Love commands an "empir€r" the

worLd of phenomena, or 1ife, through which he leads his 1ov-

er-sister, Psyche, on" Love, even though neither divine nor

mortal, presides over this world of phenomena as the ulti-
mate drive for unity. The poem as a form bound to phènomena

pays homage to Love as the ultimate force that provides it
with unity and direction. The poet is Love's "slave" be-

cause, as one bound to his life, Love is Lhe ultimate force

that moves him. The portrayal of Love as an authoritative
figure also agrees with La Vila Nuova, in which Love has a

total mastery over Danter âs seen in these lines:
So long have I been subject to Love's sway

And grown accustomed to his mastery
That where at first his rule seemed harsh
Sweet is his presence in my heart today.

(Reynolds tr. ,

to me

78 )

The poem has started off
the plaintive soul in love'

"Sweet Spirit," the captive

"spirit-winged Heart. " They

with the dedicatory stanzas for
s pain in the figures of the

"Nightingale," and the bleeding

are all pining for Love and for
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unions with their loved ones, from which they are prevented

by the condition of their mortariLy" psyche is ever chasing

her Love through all the spheres in the worrd of experience.

The Nightingale sings for her release from the cage t.o be

united with her lover. And the bteeding Heart wishes to
soar above this "unmaternal" "worIdly shade" of'mortarity to
rejoin her beloved native sphere of spirituarity. Then the

following poem has confirmed that love is the ultimate mover

in the dialectic nature of the human. The poem itserf is an

answer to the plaintive soul in the dedication, but in par-
ticular, the chorus of the rove poems in the envoy seems to
be directly addressed to that soul in pain:

"Love's very pain is sweet,
But its reward is in the world divine
Which, if not here, it builds beyond the grave."

( s96-s98 )

The answer lies in the diarectic nature of humanity:

"Love's very pain is sweet." The "pain" comes from the sep-

arateness of human nature: the separateness between indi-
viduals, between the body and the soul, between phenomena

and the mind, and between the form and the conception. par-

adoxically, the sweetness, too, comes from the separateness,

for it consisÈs in the hope and wish of being united with
what one is separate from. Bloom states that "The final
barrier to the completion of love is the separateness that
shadows the human, and causes every rerationship to collapse
into experience" (visionarv companv 33s). But love is pos-

sible ¡ or at least possible to be conceived, becaüse of the
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very "separateness," since it consists in the drive for Lhe

union l+ith a separate counterpart. So a "relationship" nec-

essarily requires "separateness" and it does not exist apart

from "experience," or phenomena.

The chorus's ans!ùer to the pining soul necessarily ends

up yrith a praise for Love, because relationship, which Love

brings us, is all the answer the poem can offer" Pain is
most accute when it does not make any sense--that is, when

the mind can!'ìot reÌate that painful experience with other

experiences in life and form a coherecence in the mind-- as

exempl i f ied in the P1anet-Tempest passage of the poem

(308-20), where the experience of the poet is excruciatingly
split and fragmented. Loveo orì the other hand, is a rela-
tion-forming drive. Painful experiences are fit together in
one's life to form meaning in the mind--that is to establish
a relationship between the experience and the mind--which

process cannot be accomplished without love. Àlthough Love

often makes one avrare of separateness, it nevertheless es-

tablishes relationship, both in experience, and at the same

time between the experience and the mind, so that "Love's

very pa in " becomes " sYJeeÈ . "

A close parallelism between the poet's Iife (that is, the

poet as persona of the poem) and the poem is maintained

throughout the poem. Before the poem starts, t,he poet is
introduced in the Àdvertisement as one who has died before

fulfilling his dream of settling in a remote island; at the
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end of the final movement, then, the poet speaks as the poem

itself: "I pant, I sink, I tremble, I expire!" The harmon-

ious life in which the infruences of the sun and the Moon

are mediated by venus in the "Trqin spheres" passage (345-83)

is at t.he same time about a har4onious poem, and also the

ideal life in the Edenic island is an ideal'poem. Once agin

in the envoy, life and the poem are brought together. The

Verses are told by the poet! "So shall ye live when I am

there [i.e. in the graveJ" (599). A poem is complete with
its beginning and its ending, and so is life with birth and

deatht both belong to experience and phenomena in their
inextricable integrity.

Since both the poet's life and poem exist as phenomena,

they óannot achieve complete unity with the mind; that is to
say neither of them can perfectly be accounted f.or, or can

make absolute meaning in the mind. So they are ever to
maintain their endless rerationships with the mind--the mind

of the poet, the reader, or "the one mind."2o In that rela-
tionship between the mind and life, oF the mind and a poem,

one new meaning after another is ever revealed: "ÀI1 high

poetry is infinitet it is as the first acorn, which con-

tained all oaks potentially. Veil after veil may be un-

drawn, and the inmost naked beauty of the meaning never ex-
posed" (À pefence, Poetry & Prose 500). So life, too, ever

20 In On Life Shelley says,
o o merely marks employed
cations of the one mind"

"The words, !, 8., they, are
to denote the different modifi-(Poetrv 6. Prose 477-78) 

"
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remains a mystery whose urtimate meaning is concealed, which

in turn urges the poet to think and write on further.

In Lhe dialectic nature of human existence, the full
meaning of life is ever left to be realized; Love's "reyrard"

must theref ore be post.ulated "in t.he world diviÍtÊ, " at the

point of transcendence. The "worId diviD€," or transcen-

dence, however, cannot be realized within the framework of

the dialectic, as the twin-flame image at the end of the fi-
nal movement has illuminated. Since it is "not here," it
must be projected "beyond the grave," where the dialectic is
finally resolved because phenomena do not exist any more.

We have to remember, though, transcendence of the dialec-
tic is not the goaJ- of the poem. Looking over the poemr w€

find very littre concern for heaven or after-life in the

poet; the concern for the poet is almost excl_usively in this
worldr oF living in this world-- how he livesr cân Iive,
and might live. À proposition that t.he poem raises is that
we should not judge poetry or life by the scale of their
achievements, but instead we should see them as integrat re-
Ìations of their components

A question was raised at the opening of the poem whether

the act of writing poetry, or the act of living, makes any

sense or not. That is to ask whether rde recognize in the

poem integrar relations that we can identify as part of our

ordn, which then is to recognize a relationship between the
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poem and ourselves, or between the poem and our life. The

ans$¡er must be lef t. to the individuar reader, but there i s

no reason why we cannot, say t.o the poem, "come and be my

guest" (604), just as the poet invites his own poem, with

the poem as the guest to our svmposium (banquet) in which we

and the poem wilr entertain a dialogue. Àlthough the poem

and the poet, the poem and we, are separate, and therefore
the complete identity, or complete meaning, is impossible to
achieve or realize, stilI, or because of that separateness,

we can maintain a relationship with the poem. The final
words of the poet, "for I am Love's," expresses Shelley's
trust in his feeling, and his betief in living, not for the

reward in an after-life or transcendence but for living it-
self and for relationship.
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